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SUMMARY 

County Farm, Chilton 
Archaeological Excavation 

(CHT 009) 

The final phase of the archaeological investigations at County Farm, Chilton (TL 
8842), was carried out in May & June 1997. Although this involved the excavation of 

a c.1.85 hectare area, only the northwestem and northeastem sides of a late prehistoric 
enclosure, first identified during evaluations in 1996, were revealed. 

Two entrances were identified in the northwestem arm, the northernmost entrance 
being interpreted as the 'main' entrance, through which a track, complete with wheel 

ruts, ran. 

The majority of the features within the enclosure were post-holes, among which at 
least one other roundhouse structure was identified, adding to that identified during an 
earlier evaluation. Many of the post-holes appear to form linear structures, which 
include a double line orientated northwest towards the main entrance. 

The features, finds and environmental evidence indicated that the late prehistoric 
settlement located here was fairly typical in terms of known settlement types and 
economies of this period; the major difference being that it was established in a 
wooded environment rather than in open country. 

Further evidence for the Late Saxon/Early Medieval village, which originally 
surrounded St Mary's Church, which is located c.150m southeast of the site, was also 
identified, in the form of a post-built double-roomed rectangular building in the 
southeastem area of the site. 

Page - 5 
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BACKGROUND

The development area covers a c.1O hectares site, on land which formed part of the
Suffolk County Council (SCC) owned Chilton County Farm. Centred at TL 887425,
and between 55m and .60m O.D; (Fig.1), it slopes gently to the southeast, where a
'hollow' footpath runs along the southeastern boundary. Although no known sites
were recorded on the Suffolk Sites and Monuments Record (SMR) within the affected
area, the size of the proposed development lead to the Conservation Team ofSCC
Archaeological Service (SCCAS), recommending that the local planning authority
should require an archaeological scheme ofworks to be implemented. In total, four
phases of archaeological investigation took place prior to the excavation in 1997,
involving a desktop assessment, fieldwalking survey, and two phases of
archaeological evaluation.

The assessment (SCCAS Report 96/23) revealed that the present field layout is likely
to originate from the layout of the medieval field system; while aerial photographs of
the area indicated the presence of a number of cropmarks within the development area
(Fig. 1), one of which was still in use as a field boundary at the time of the production
of the 1840 Tithe Map (Suffolk Record Office ref. T104/2).

The fieldwalking produced a scatter ofprehistoric artefacts (2 sherds of prehistoric
pottery and 82 worked flints, plus a number ofbumt flints) suggestive of some form
of activity (SCCAS Report 96/3).

The first evaluation, in September 1996 (SCCAS Report 96/63), identified two phases
of activity on the site, medieval and Iron Age. The medieval features were interpreted
as field boundary ditches and trackways, several of which coincided with cropmarks
identified during the assessment.

In one of the evaluation trenches, one of the medieval ditches cut a larger, 'V' shaped
ditch (0006), for which there was no previous evidence, e.g. it was not visible on any
aerial photographs of the area. Further work showed this to be Iron Age in date,
which appeared to be delineating an area in the southeastern area of the field; the
nature ofthe fill indicated that it had probably had a bank on the inside/southeastern
side. Despite the small number of artefacts recovered from this ditch, there were
enough to indicate that this ditch was close to a settlement.
A number of post-holes were identified to the southeast of this ditch, which suggested
that there could be structures associated with a settlement within the area defined by
the enclosure ditch. However, no dating evidence was recovered from the post-holes
to indicate their date.

A second phase of evaluation was carried out in December 1996 (SCCAS Report
96/76). This confirmed that the Iron Age ditch 0006 turned to form two sides of an
enclosure, and settlement remains, although low in density, were identified within the
area thus defined.
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Finally, further evidence was retrieved which indicated that the Late Saxon/Early
Medieval settlement around the original church at Chilton extended into the
development site.

Due to the results of these archaeological investigations, the SCCAS Conservation
Team recommended that the internal area of the enclosure affected by the
development should be totally excavated, in order to ensure its preservation by record.
The methods which were to be used to achieve this were set out in the Brief and
Specification (Appendix I).

This final stage of archaeological fieldwork was carried out on in May & June 1997;
the work was funded by the County Land Agents & Valuers Dept., SCC; the
fieldwork was carried out by the Field Projects Team ofSCCAS, and supervised by
C. Abbott.
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THE EXCAVATION

Methodology
The excavation took place between 27 May & 30 June 1997; at this time the entire
field had been left as set-a-side since the last harvest in the summer of 1996.

The excavation area (Fig. 1), which measured c.l.85ha, was opened under
archaeological supervision, using a 360-degree mechanical excavator with a 2m wide
toothless ditching bucket. Due to the position ofoverhead power lines, which ran
east-west across the site, the excavation was divided into two halves (Fig.2); the
southern area (Fig.4) covering 1.03ha and the northern area 0.82ha (Fig.3).

The topsoil, a dark brown clay loam between 0.2 & O.3mthick, and any subsoil
deposits, which consisted of orange brown silty clay colluvium, were removed and
stored separately away from the excavation area, transported by two dumper trucks,
until the surface of the natural geology, a pale-coloured chalky boulder clay
interspersed with patches of clean orange brown silty clay, was exposed. In the
southern part of the excavation the orange brown deposit became almost continuous
with only small patches of chalky clay revealed.

A 10m grid was set up across side, approximately aligned on national grid north. The
easting values were represented by the letters C to X, and the northings were
represented by numbers from 4 to 24 (Figs 3 & 4).

Features were allocated 'observed phenomena' numbers within a unique continuous
numbering system (Appendix 11), which continued sequentially from those already
used during previous stages of investigation on this site.

Plans were drawn at a scale of 1:50, and sections were recorded at 1:20 (see figures 5
28 for scale reductions).

A metal detector search to recover ferrous and non-ferrous materials was carried out at
all stages of excavation, and was extended to recover metal finds from the topsoil
across the remainder of the field.

The clayey nature of the archaeological deposits precluded sieving, so all other
artefacts were recovered through hand sorting of the fills of features.

All categories of artefact recovered from the features were retained and are listed in
Appendices III - IX.

The features chosen for environmental analysis and thermoluminescence dating were
selected for sampling following consultation with P. Murphy, Centre of East Anglian
Studies, University ofEast Anglia, and S. Bamett, Luminescence Dating Laboratory,
Durham University, respectively.

A full photographic archive, both colour slide and monochrome print, was made, and
is held in the SCCAS Photographic Archive at Shire Hall, Bury St Edmunds, where
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the rest of the site archive, consisting of the artefacts, original drawings, and texts
from all stages of the archaeological investigations, is housed.

Description
The subsoil was deepest over the eastern area of the excavation, at the base of the
slope of the field, where it was c.0.7m deep. From here, the underlying natural
geology rose steadily to the west for c.60m, i.e. approximately to gridline 'R', where it
levelled out. From here the colluvium became thinner and patchy, between 0.05 &
O.lm deep.

Despite time constraints, and lost time due to bad weather, the majority of features
identified were excavated in accordance with the guidelines in the brief and
specification. The only exceptions were the enclosure ditch 0006 and the trackway
0084, of which c.5% and c.3.7% respectively were excavated, instead of 10-20%.
However, a sufficient number of sections were excavated across these features to
allow an adequate representation of their structure, form, fill and finds content to be
inferred.

Very few relationships between features could be determined stratigraphically, except
between the principal features (Fig.2), which were identified during the initial phases
of the archaeological work e.g. the double-ditched medieval trackway (ditches 0012 &
0013), which cut the Iron Age enclosure ditch (0006). Due to this, the majority of
other relationships have been determined through form, nature and association with
other features.

All depths of features are given as from the top of the archaeological level, Le. from
the base of the subsoil.
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RESULTS

In total, 270 features were identified and excavated (Fig.2). These included the four
major linear features of the site - the Medieval trackway ditches 0012 & 0013, the
prehistoric enclosure ditch 0006 and trackway 0084 - plus 235 post-holes, 29 pits and
5 smaller ditches.

The Prehistoric enclosure ditch: 0006 (Figs 2 - 8)
Ditch 0006 was the major prehistoric feature on the site, and was initially identified in
September 1996. Despite the size of the excavation area, only part of the
northwestern and northeastern sides of the enclosure which this feature delineates
were revealed (Fig.2). In total 230m ofthis feature was exposed; this includes two
breaks in its length, both in the northwestern arm.

In total seven sections were excavated across this feature, plus three during the initial
evaluation stages. Along the majority of its length, the ditch, which varied between
3.0 & 4.0m wide and 1.1 & 1.5mdeep, had asymmetrically sloping sides, with the
steepest slope on the inside edge of the ditch, and a rounded base.
The exceptions to this were sections 0282 and 0351, both excavated across the
southern butt ends of each break in the ditch. At the base of 0282, adjacent to the
northern gap, was a narrow deep slot, OA5m wide & OAm deep (0281, Fig.5), from
which one sherd of indeterminate prehistoric pottery, bone and worked flints were
recovered. Because the fill of this part of the feature was very similar to the natural
boulder clay, exploratory investigations were carried out within a number of the other
excavated sections, to check whether this slot continued along the length of the ditch;
however no evidence was found for it within any other section.

Section 0351 was adjacent to the southern gap, and showed ditch 0006 to be just 1.2m
wide and 0.6m deep at this point (Fig.6), i.e. much narrower and shallower than the
other sections.

The terminals on either side of each break in the ditch were very different in form.
Those on either side of the southern break were rounded (FigA), while those adjacent
to the northern gap were sub-rectangular in plan (Fig.3). When excavated, the
rectangular shape continued down to the base of the ditch, becoming gradually
smaller in plan, forming distinct corners.

A typical sequence of fills, as recorded in ditch 0006, is as follows. The lowest, the
primary fill, was a pale yellow-brown silty clay, which contained a high proportion of
chalk flecks.
The secondary fill, which made up the bulk of each section, was a very dark brown
black silty clay, which contained occasional pebbles, a moderate amount of small
chalk flecks, and moderate to high proportions of charcoal. The majority of artefacts
recovered from the enclosure ditch were recovered from this deposit.
The upper deposit was an light-mid brown silty clay, which contained occasional
pebbles, chalk and charcoal flecks.
All the sections indicate that the ditch initially silted up with materials derived from
the 'inside' edge of the enclosure.

Page - 10
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Almost 25% of the total number of finds recovered from the evaluations and the
excavation on this site were retrieved from ditch 0006. These included 200 sherds of
pottery, the majority of which were ofIron Age date, 323 fragments of bone, 91
worked flints and 70 burnt flints.

In addition, columns were taken from section 0401 (Fig.8) for environmental analysis
(sample 0370) and thermoluminescence dating (samples 0383 & 0384).

The Prehistoric trackway: 0084 (Figs 2, 3, 9 & 10)
The other major linear feature exposed during the excavation was feature 0084, which
was orientated approximately southeast - northwest as it crossed the enclosure, before
passing between the northernmost break in ditch 0006 and appearing to turn towards
the west. Approximately 135m was exposed within the excavation area. Four
sections were excavated across it (Fig.3), plus one in an earlier evaluation (0018);
although initially 0018 was interpreted as a modem feature due to the presence of
mole drains running through it.
The sections revealed that along most of its length, 0084 averaged 2Am wide and
0.15m deep. The major exception to this was section 0316, where it changed
orientation to the west, where it was at least 4.0m wide - the northern edge had been
cut away by ditch 0314 (Fig. 10), and O.3m deep.
The sides of this shallow feature sloped rapidly down to a wide, almost level base; in
each section, at least two shallow linear hollows, running the length of 0084, were
also recorded (Fig.9). These depressions, which had wide, shallow 'U'-shaped
profiles, and were c.O.lm deep, were very regularly spaced, averaging 1.5m wide, as
measured from the outer edges; and 1.0m apart, as measured from the inner edges
(Fig. 10).

Towards the southeastern end of 0084, within the northern half of the site (Fig.3), the
edges became less distinct, and the gravel started to spread out across the surface of
the natural clay; no evidence for it was identified in the southern half of the site. It is
possible that it either terminated, or that it changed direction slightly, and remained
under the baulk which divided the site in two.

Each section across 0084 revealed two distinct fills (Fig.9). The upper fill consisted
of a mid brown silty clay, which contained occasional small stones. This lay on top of
a compacted layer of flint gravel contained in a dirtier mid brown silty clay matrix.
This gravel layer, which formed a hard metalled surface, filled the hollows in the base
of the feature; however, in sections 0064, 0086 and 0224, further slight depressions in
the surface of the track metalling, which were closely related to the hollows below,
could be seen. Jr1S SW)} ,~ tt,\tJ ~t"U ao~

/
Pottery, worked and-burnt flint, totalling c.7% of the total finds retrieved from the
site, were recoverr<t from 0084. Possibly the most significant aspect of these finds is
the recovery of 55 sherds of pottery identified as being of Bronze Age/probable
Bronze Age date, which represent two thirds of the total assemblage of this type from
the site. The majority of the Bronze Age sherds were recovered from the upper silty
clay fill of the trackway, although a few were recovered from the gravel layer. Also
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recovered from the trackway during the metal detector survey was small find 1000
(Figs 3 & 30), two pieces of waste gold twisted together (report pending). - et- ('~~) If1ft

M~ JIk~/(tt~-JIfV1-
Other features 'lj ~ '7 B
The post-holes (Figs 2, 3, 4, 11-21) ~.~

In total 235 post-holes were identified and excavated. These measured between o. 13SCei. 17 f;c;hr,
& 0.42m in diameter, and 0.03 & 0.32m deep. In general they were sub-circular, with ~4: .:11~ 0//'/
st~ep sides and slightly rounded bases; filled ~ith mid-dark orange brown silty clay, ...tS~~;~c" t'/~
WIth few coarse components other than occasional pebbles or chalk flecks. The ~ l(I6~~~(",4 '

remnants of post-pipes were only recorded in three post-holes, 0151, 0175 & 0342; 4J:lev-~ '''<t,.

and possible post-packing, generally in the form of redeposited natural chalky boulder 0~~ 114r~
clay, was only recorded in seven features (0108, 0110,0184,0190,0209,0337 & ~.y

mm ~

Finds were recovered from forty four post-holes, and included pottery, worked and
burnt flint, and bone, but all in very small quantities; there does not appear to be any
correlation between the location of the post-holes and what they contain, i.e. there are
no recognisable patterns or concentrations in the artefacts recovered from the post
holes.

Post-hole 0287, part of Post-hole Group (PG) 0376 in grid square Q8 (Fig.17), was
seen to contain charred grain. Samples were taken from it, from other post-holes
within this group and, for comparative purposes, from PG 0373 (Fig. 12), and analysed
for macrofossil and molluscan assemblages.

Pits (Figs 3, 4, 22-25)
In total 29 pits were identified and excavated. The majority of these measured
between 0.6 & 2.0m in diameter, and 0.05 & l.2m deep. In general they were steep
sided, with level bases. Many were filled with mid-dark grey-brown silty clay,
although others contained very dark fills with high concentrations of burnt material,
including fired clay and burnt flints.

As with most of the features, there were few stratigraphical relationships between the
pits and other features; one exception was pit 0352, which cut the southern terminal of
ditch 0006 (0351) at its southern (secondary) entrance (Figs 4 & 6).

The majority of the pits were scattered around the site, but one pit group, in the
southern corner of the site, was recognised; this included pits 0261, 0262, 0264, 0267,
0268, and ditch 0263 (Figs 4 & 24).

Finds were recovered from twenty five pits, and included pottery, worked and burnt
flint, fired clay and bone, generally in small quantities. The exceptions to this were
pits 0038,0090, 0214, 0244, 0252, 0256, 0310, 0346, 0347, 0348, 0349, 0367 &
0371.

0038 was identified and partially excavated during the December 1996 evaluation,
located to the northwest of PG 0385. It was sub-circular, and measured 1.7m in
diameter, and was excavated to a depth of 0.62m (Fig.22). This showed that it was
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Figure 5 Ditch 0006 - Terminals adjacent to Northern (main) entrance
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steep sided, and contained layers of mid-brown silty clay and mottled yellow/brown
clay. Sherds of Thetford Ware pottery, plus cow and pig bone, were recovered from
this feature. Although located so close to an Iron Age structure, these artefacts
indicated that the pit dated from the 1Oth-ll th century, and was the first evidence that
the Late Saxon/Early Medieval settlement around the original church at Chilton
extended into the development site.

0090 was located between the enclosure ditch 0006 and the trackway 0084, in grid
square M19. It was sub-circular, and measured 1.6m in diameter, and was a
maximum ofO.27m deep, with a wide 'U'-shaped profile. It contained four distinct
fills (Fig.22). The upper fill (0087) was a mid brown silty clay, containing a few
small stones, and two sherds of Bronze Age pottery; at the base of this fill was an area
of red-brown burnt clay (0088). Below this was the main central fill (0089), a brown
silty clay, which contained many charcoal flecks, fragments of bone, from
unidentifiable large mammals, a scraper, similar to the so-called 'thumbnail' scrapers
typically seen as diagnostic of late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age date, and an almost
leaf-shaped retouched flake. The layer at the base of this pit (0098) consisted of a mid
brown/yellow silty clay, which contained chalk lumps, and from which only burnt
flints were recovered.

Pits 0214 and 0252 were immediately adjacent to each other, and were located in grid
squares T12 and TB respectively. They were both sub-circular, approximately 1.7m
in diameter; 0214 was 1.2m deep, and 0252 was O.75mdeep. The sides of both pits
were convex, becoming wider towards their bases, which were both level (Fig.23).
0214 contained three main fills. From top to bottom these were a black silty clay
containing high concentrations of fired clay and charcoal lumps, plus occasional burnt
flints; mid brown silty clay containing chalk and charcoal flecks, and a dark brown
silty clay with a few stones and chalk flecks. Contained within the latter fill was a
thin deposit, c.O.02m thick, of charcoal. The bulk of the artefacts recovered from this
pit were 575 fragments of fired clay or daub, almost all from the upper deposit, which
represents 88% of this type ofmaterial recovered from this site.
0252 contained one homogenous fill, a dark brown silty clay containing charcoal and
chalk flecks. Midway down this deposit was a small deposit, c.O.02m thick, of
charcoal. As with pit 0214, the only finds recovered were fragments of fired clay or
daub, although in much smaller quantities than from 0214.

0244 was sub-rectangular, and measured c.3.8m by 2.7m. It was a maximum ofO.5m
deep, with near vertical sides and an almost level base (Fig.23). It was located in grid
square P9, approximately 8m northwest ofPG 0376. It contained two distinct fills,
the upper consisting of a mid grey-yellow loamy clay, containing many chalk flecks;
while the lower was a darker grey silty clay, which contained occasional chalk and
charcoal flecks; Eighty three sherds ofpottery, including Thetford Ware, St Neots
Ware and Early Medieval ware; indicating an 11th century date for this feature, were
recorded, plus cow, horse, pig and sheep/goat bones, and a few fragments of fired
clay. In addition, an iron leaf-shaped tanged arrowhead (SF 1004), also dating from
the 1Oth-ll th century was recovered from this pit. All the finds suggest that pit 0244
is associated/contemporary with the Late Saxon/Early Medieval building (PG 0376)
to the southeast.
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Pit 0256 was sub circular, and measured c.lm in diameter and was a maximum of
0.25m deep (Fig.23). It was located in grid square Q7, immediately south of PG
0376, and had an asymmetrical'U'-shaped profile. It was filled with a dark grey
brown silty clay, which contained chalk and charcoal flecks. In addition, two sherds
of 11th century Thetford Ware were recovered, plus cow and sheep/goat bones, and
fired clay/daub. As with pit 0244, these finds indicate that this pit was probably
contemporary with the Late Saxon/Early Medieval building (PG 0376).

Pits 0310 (grid square LI2), 0346 (grid square Kll), 0347 & 0348 (grid square GI0)
and 0349 (grid square Dll) were all shallow, between 0.05m & O.l2m deep, sub
circular pits (Fig.25). The fills of all five pits consisted ofmid-dark brown silty clay,
with some chalk and charcoal flecks.
Forty sherds of prehistoric pottery, of which 38 were Iron Age, were recovered from
pit 0310, plus 70 fragments of cow and sheep/goat bones. Pit 0347 also contained
over 300 pieces of cow and other large mammal bones, but in addition 20 pieces of
bird bone, representing 95% of the total assemblage for this species, were also
collected.
Fired clay and burnt flints were the only artefacts recovered from pits 0346, 0348 and
0349, all in large quantities, particularly 0346, which contained c.l.9kg of fired clay
and c.1.2kg of burnt flint.

Pit 0367 was only partially revealed within the excavation area, in grid squares I14,
and J14 & 15 (Fig.3). It was first identified in the September 1996 evaluation as
0011, and interpreted as an Iron Age feature due to the recovery of a sherd of
prehistoric pottery. The excavation showed it to be sub-rectangular, measuring at
least 12m by 8m, and that it post dated the medieval track, as it could clearly be seen
to cut the southwestern trackway ditch 0012. This pit, which was filled with a hard
grey brown silty clay, was partially excavated in order to try to recover more dating
evidence; however, other than bone, no new artefacts were recovered.

Pit 0371 was located in grid square N7. It was sub circular, with steeply sloping sides
going to a level base, and measured 1.5m in diameter, and O.3mdeep (Fig.25). Cut
into its base, close to its southern limit, was post-hole 0372, which measured c.O.3m
in diameter and c.0.15m deep. Both the pit and the post-hole were filled with a light
mid brown silty clay, which had occasional chalk and charcoal flecks. Finds were
only recovered from the pit; these included sheep/goat bones, and sherds ofmedieval
coarseware, which suggest an 11th-13th century date for this feature.

The pit group was located in the southern corner of the site, within grid squares P4, 5
& 6, and included pits 0261, 0262, 0264, 0267, 0268, and ditch 0263 (Fig.4). The pits
were all sub circular, and all measured between 1.5-1.7m in diameter, except for pit
0268, which was larger at 3.1m in diameter. All the features in this group were
between 0.3 and 0.6m deep, and had asymmetrical'U'-shaped profiles (Fig.24). They
were all filled with an homogenous dark brown silty clay, which contained varying
concentrations of pebbles, and chalk and charcoal flecks; again except for pit 0268,
which contained lenses of yellow chalk and gravel, and a charcoal rich layer. Despite
the similar nature of the fills, it was possible to see that ditch 0263 was the earliest
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feature, which was later cut by pits 0264 and 0268; however, the relationship between
pit 0267 and the ditch could not be determined.
Although few finds were recovered from this pit group, all except pit 0262 contained
sherds ofThetford or St Neots Ware, indicating a l Oth-l l th century date for these
features.

Other Ditches (Figs 3, 4, 26, 27)
Five smaller ditches were identified during the excavation. These were features 0063,
0079,0263 (described as part of the pit group above), 0314 and 0377.

Ditch 0063 was located at the eastern end of the site, and was orientated
approximately northeast- southwest. It measured c.1.1m wide and was a maximum of
0.25m deep, with a wide 'U'<shapedprofile (Fig.26). It was filled with a mid brown
silty clay, from which two sherds ofIron Age pottery were recovered, plus some flint
flakes. However, when the southern area was opened, ditch 0063 could be seen
cutting the medieval trackway ditches (Fig.4), i.e. it post-dated them.

Ditch 0079 was located in the northern corner of the site, in grid squares 0, P & Q21.
It ran northwest - southeast for c.14m, before turning through 90-degrees and running
southwest-northeast, off the site. Three sections were excavated across it (0080,0081
& 0083, Fig.26), plus section 0027 during the September 1996 evaluation. These
showed that it was a 'V'-shaped ditch, between 1.1 & 1.7m wide, and 0.5-0.6m deep,
filled with a mid brown silty clay containing chalk and charcoal flecks. Only one
sherd of possible 11th century pottery, plus oyster shells, were recovered from these
sections.

Ditch 0314 was located close to the northwestern edge of the site, in grid squares J &
K18. It was orientated approximately southwest-northeast, and cut trackway 0084,
just outside the main enclosure entrance (Fig. 10). One section were excavated across
it (0315), plus section 0007 during the September 1996 evaluation (Fig.26). These
showed that it was an asymmetrical'V'-shaped ditch, between 1.5 & 1.7m wide, and
c.0.6m deep, filled with a mid-dark brown silty clay containing chalk and charcoal
flecks. Bronze Age, Iron Age and 11th century Thetford Ware pottery sherds were
recovered from these sections, plus worked and burnt flints, fired clay, and bone
fragments. The majority of these finds were from section 0315; the proximity of this
section to where this feature cuts the Iron Age trackway explains the high number of
prehistoric artefacts recovered.

Ditch 0377, of which approximately 30m was revealed within the excavation area,
was located in the eastern corner of the site. It was orientated approximately
southwest-northeast, and ran through grid squares D & EI0, before terminating in
F11. Four sections were excavated across it (0312, 0350, 0354 & 0355, Fig.27).
These showed that it was a wide asymmetrical 'U'<shaped ditch, between 1.2 & 2.2m
wide, and c.0.6m deep, which became much shallower, c.O.2m deep, close to its
terminal. The deeper sections, 0312 and 0350, contained two distinct fills, an upper
mid brown silty clay, and a lower mid-light brown-orange silty clay; both deposits
contained chalk flecks. The sections close to the butt end, 0354 & 0355, only
contained the mid-light brown-orange silty clay deposit. Finds were only recovered
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from section 0312; these included three sherds of 11th century Thetford Ware, and a
number ofoyster shells.

The Medieval trackway: ditches 0012 & 0013 (Figs 3,4 & 28)
This feature was identified in the first trenching phase of the archaeological
investigations in September 1996. It is defined by two parallel ditches, 0012 and
0013, with a mid orange brown silty clay containing moderate amounts of chalk
lumps and flecks, which run approximately northwest-southeast across the site. They
measured c.2.Sm wide and up to lm deep, with steeply sloping sides going to a fairly
wide, flat base (Fig.28).

The finds recovered from 0012 included one iron nail, and two pieces of 18/19th
century blue and white china; while only fragments of bone, and some brick and tile,
were recovered from 0013.
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3. Household objects

The Bronze Age fabrics are characterised by the presence of grog, or crushed pottery,
as a tempering agent within the clay matrix. Grog does occur as a filler within Iron
Age pottery in Suffolk but was not present in any sherds of characteristic Iron Age
form within the Chilton assemblage. The fabrics fall easily within the range of
Bronze Age fabrics found within the region, which mostly contain a mixture of grog,
sand and flint inclusions (Healy 1990). The Chilton Bronze Age fabrics are

The Prehistoric Pottery by Sarah Percival
Introduction
Excavations at Chilton near Sudbury, Suffolk produced a pottery assemblage
consisting of471 sherds weighing 2,355g. The site was an enclosed settlement of
Iron Age date with some earlier, Bronze Age, features. The assemblage was in a very
poor state ofpreservation, consisting mostly of small, abraded, undiagnostic sherds.
All the pottery was hand-made. The majority of the assemblage was ofIron Age date
(302 sherds, weighing 1,846g), the remainder being of Bronze Age (89 sherds, 330g)
or indeterminate date (80 sherds, 179g). The pottery was recovered from forty-seven
contexts including ditches, pits and post-holes. Just under half of the total assemblage
came from the enclosure ditch, 0006, which produced both Iron Age (178 sherds,
1380g) and Bronze Age pottery (22 sherds, 85g).

93
21

146
70'

330

Weight

89

20
7

21
41

QuantityDescription
grog, moderate flint and quartz-sand
grog with quartz-sand
grog with quartz-sand and occasional flint
small abraded grog tempered sherds
TOTAL

Table 2. Bronze Age fabrics.
Full descriptions of each fabric type are provided in the archive.

Fabric Code

The Bronze Age Pottery
Fabric
The Bronze Age pottery was divided into the following fabric groups:

Gl
G2
G3
Indeterminate Bronze Age

Methodology
The assemblage was analysed using the pottery recording system described in the
Norfolk Archaeological Unit Pottery Recording Manual and in accordance with the
Guidelines for analysis and publication laid down by the Prehistoric Ceramic
Research Group (PCRG 1992). The total assemblage was included and a full
catalogue is presented in Appendix IV. The sherds were examined using a binocular
microscope (x10 magnification) and divided into fabric groups defined on the basis of
inclusion types present. Fabric codes were prefixed by a letter code representing the
main inclusion present (F representing flint, G grog and Q quartz). Vessel form was
recorded (R representing rim sherds, B base sherds, D decorated sherds and U
undecorated body sherds) and the sherds were counted and weighed to the nearest
whole gram. Decoration and abrasion were also noted; decoration form codes are
listed in the archive. The pottery and archive are curated by Suffolk Archaeological
Unit.
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1846

1666
93
85
2

Weight
251
29
21

I
302

QuantityDescription
flint, quartz-sand
flint, quartz-sand, mica, red iron oxide
quartz-sand
flint
TOTAL

Table 3. Iron Age fabrics.
Full descriptions of each fabric type are provided in the archive.

Fabric Code
FI
F2
F3
Indeterminate Iron Age

moderately well fired and can be marked with a finger-nail, the colours vary from
orange/ pink to brown on the upper surfaces with grey brown to black colouring to the
core and interior ofthe sherds. /-;;Y Ifdl rd:&~tCJ /-tA..~ k

c:O~ ,V< !tJilVr.-.rlh If,.. ~;S~
Form anddecoration, . eF U,w.'SI\" /q-gO I '27S
No diagnostic sherds of Bronze Age fabric were found. A single decorated sherd,
context 0315, has a g~Ometric.comb-impressed design sugge.sting that it may be fromf 1'_. . ,)

a Beaker. -- tf2.i;~ [OIAlo itl4tl;:. ~.z, (Y\f>1\ ~ ~ cl o/lt...es q...~wt' JI""- nrrw.
1..9- kfJ I.L J61 d (1i4V\J a.C;).:tJ ,-rei> M.611 .

The Iron AgePottery'
Fabric
The Iron Age fabrics all contain quantities of crushed, calcined flint. The quantity and
weight of each Iron Age fabric type is shown in Table 3.

Form and decoration
The assemblage contains very few diagnostic sherds. Six rim forms were identified
(Fig.29). The rims are mostly simple, up-right and either flattened, R2, R3, and R7,
slightly rounded, R6, or out-turned R4. RI appears slightly expanded and flattened,
similar to an example found at Great Bealings, Suffolk (Martin 1993, Fig.29, 24).
The rim is very abraded, however, and accurate identification is difficult. Rim R5 is
from a thin walled, slightly burnished vessel, perhaps a bowl and rim R4 is from a
burnished jar or bowl; the remainder of the rims are from coarse ware vessels. A total
of ten rim sherds were recovered, mostly in flint and quartz-sand tempered fabric F1.
Sherds from contexts 0018, 0124, and 0253 were thin and well-made, with a
smoothed red/brown colouring\to the outer\~face with black to dark grey .co~~. . ( rJ k.r \
These sherds appeared to be of a Late Iron Age~ate. '.'_ '.. ., --- CJ:N

U:t (h~\A (ItH -, YOof"J -:vrliJ.,.t.t Lq~ f.>A, PJ ; .

The sherds are mostly undecorated, though many are well finished suggesting thati' '
they had been wiped or smoothed. A single sherd, context 0357, featured an app~~d - ri; i x» J
strip with finger-tip impressed decoration (Fig.29). This is characteristic of the early Mt:1A· l&>·tl'{,"J,-
Iron Age and is found at Micklemoor ~ill, West Harling, Norfolk, a site dated to the t<1t1".b1,,<4;;
6th century BC (Clark and Fell 1953, FIg.10, 2). '<, L-eA If1A {(1r (j ~

The flint tempered fabrics found at Chilton are typical of local Iron Age fabrics (q
(Martin 1993,44). Fabric F2 contains mica and red coloured 'lumps' of iron oxide,
the presence of these red 'lumps' within the clay matrix may be a deliberate addition
for decorative effect or may be present within the natural clay resource from which the
pottery was made. The fabrics are hard fired and vary in colour from mid-brown to
dark grey-brown with darker grey-brown or black core and interior surface.
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The Indeterminate Pottery
The remainder of the assemblage consists of small, abraded sherds which were
assigned an indeterminate prehistoric date. One sherd, from context 0023, may be of
medieval date.

Discussion
The Bronze Age pottery has characteristic grog tempering, light orange buff colouring
and medium hard firing. The comb impressed Beaker sherd from context 0315 can be
dated to 2600-1800BC. Sherds from contexts 0362, 0253 and 0226 are of thick, sand
and ~rog tempered fabric suggestive of a ~ater Bronze Age urn (1800-1300BC), t~e .. 1\
remamder of the Bronze Age assemblage IS not closely dateable. 0"";L~ C(V\ I? ,+ f' )

The earliest Iron Age sherds from the Chilton assemblage arep.~ntext 0357, the
applied finger-tip impressed strip, which may date to the 6th century BC. The CnNJll) h1
remainder of the Iron Age pottery has a range ofrim forms and limited use of ~ ~1>' ~ t

decoration w~ich can be parallel~d within th~ assemblage from Great ~ealings, er ~f;A)
Suffolk (Martm 1993,44-46) datmg to the middle of the Iron Age period, the 5th to fA" 0!:!-"
3rd centuries BC. Some of the assemblage appears to be of later Iron Age date
including the thin, well made sherds from contexts 0018, 0124, and 0253. Gr9'vilU ~ ~

~~?--UA I
Late Saxon and later pottery , •
A total of 156 sherds weighing 1.193kg were identified as post-Roman.
Quantification by fabric is shown in Table 4. The number of different rimsherds in
this assemblage was nine and the EVE was 0.92 for seven measurable rims.

Fabric name Code Fabric No No Weightlg %
Thetford Ware THET 2.50 125 1010
St Neot's Ware STNE 2.70 2 JJ

TotalSaxon 127 1021 5.6
Early Medieval Ware EMW 3.10 21 126
Early Medieyal Sandwich Ware EMSW 3.16 1 3

Total Early Medieval 22 129 10.8
Medieval Coarsewares MCW 3.20 3 17
Essex Sandy Orange Ware ESOW 424 1 5

Total Medieval 4 22 1.8
Post Medieval Redware PMRW 6.10 1 13
Late Post Medieyal Earthenware LPME 8.01 2 8

Total Post Medjeval '3 21 1.8
Grand Total 156 1193

Table 4: Post-Roman pottery quantification by fabric.

Methodology
Quantification was carried out using both sherd count and weight. A full
quantification by fabric, sherd type, etc. is available in the archive, as are full fabric
descriptions. Recording uses a system of letters for fabric codes (similar to that
employed in London and Lincoln), together with number codes to enable ease of
sorting in database format. Thetford Ware forms follow the typology devised by .
Dallas (1984). Medieval pottery dating is based on rim forms similar to a known
series from Essex (Drury 1993).
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A few sherds of Early Medieval Ware were identified. Most were abraded. Only one
identifiable form was present, a typical jar with simple everted rim (0244).

PQstMedieval Wares
One unglazed redware base and tWQ sherds of a pearlware bowl with a hand painted
blue chinoiserie design were found.

Post-Roman material in the large ditch 0006 is presumably intrusive. The small
Thetford Ware sherd in post-hole 0113 may also be later than the feature. Several
sherds were heavily abraded and in some cases these were probably residual. The

Residual?

Intrusive
Intrusive?

Abraded

Small, abraded
Intrusive?

Small, abraded

Notes
10th-11th e.
18th e.
11th-12th c.
11th c.?
l Oth-l lth c.
11th c.?
10th-11th e.
11th e.
11th c.?
10th-11th e.

Spotdate

THET 1Oth-11th e.
THET 1Oth-11th c.
THET 1Oth-11 th e.
MCW 11th-13th c.?
EMW 11th e.

Diagnostic sherds
THET
LPME
THET, EMW, MCW
EMW
THET
EMW
THET
THET, STNE, EMW
THET
THET,STNE

Feature

Table 5. Suggested spotdates for features.

Ditch 0006
Ditch 0012
Ditch 0013
Ditch 0015
Pit 0038
Ditch 0079
Post-hole 0113
Pit 0244
Pit 0256
Group 0261, 0263, 0264,

0267,0268
Post-hole 0302
Ditch 0314
Post-hole 0336
Pit 0371
Ditch 0377

Late SaXQn and Early Medieval Wares
The majority ofpost-Roman pottery from this site was Thetford Ware. This included
seven rims, four ofwhich were from jars with hollowed wedge-shaped rims (forms
AB13 to ABI6). Two others were from jars without hollowed rims, a plain everted
type (AB1) and a tapered type (AB3). One bowl rim with a SPQut or socketed handle
was also found (Form BD2). Some jar sherds were decorated with girth grooving, and
a few were sooted. Four sherds of coarse Thetford Ware were found, but otherwise all
pieces were in the typical 'mediuin' fabric which varied in CQIQur from black to red,
although most sherds were grey or blue-grey. Most of this material came from tWQ
features, the large pit 0244 and another pit 0268. Other Late Saxon pottery consisted
of two sherds ofSt Neot's Ware.

Medieval CQarsewares (MeW)
A few sherds were identified as medieval coarsewares, including one rim (0001).
This was from ajar of rim type HI (Drury 1993) and probably dates to the second half
of the 13th century. One sherd ofEssex-type orange sandy ware was found, but the
outer surface was lost SQ there was no evidence for glaze.

The pottery by feature
Apart from unstratified and modem contexts, post-Roman pottery was found in 19
features on the site. These are listed in Table 5, together with suggested spotdates.
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sherd ofpossible MeW in pit 0371 contained some flint and could be Early Medieval
or possibly Iron Age, although the fabric was closer to medieval ware in general
appearance.

The main area of 11th century occupation is clearly centred on the southern corner of
the site, with several features containing Late Saxon and Early Medieval pottery,
including a group of pits linked by a gully, and the large rectangular pit 0244.

4. Buildings and services
Structural metalwork
Two nails and two washers were found. One nail was from ditch 0013, and the others
were all unstratified (0082).

Ceramic building materials
Eleven fragments of tile were found. Nine of these were parts of post-medieval peg
tiles from ditches 0010, 0012, and 0013, and pit 0213. The other two fragments were
possibly floor tiles of uncertain date, recovered from the otherwise Early Medieval
feature 0244.

Large quantities of fired clay containing coarse chalk inclusions were recovered from
features of Iron Age and later date and presumably represent fragments ofbumt daub.

5. Metalworking waste
Twenty-six scraps of lead waste, including pieces of cut sheet, spills/melts and twisted
cames, and one small irregular lump of copper alloy were collected as unstratified
metal detector finds.
Two pieces of gold scrap twisted together (1000, Fig.30), were recovered from
trackway 0084 during the metal detector survey (Fig.3). The initial indications are
that they are of Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age date, and represent waste from the
manufacture ofjewellery (S. Needham, British Museum,pers.comm; report pending).

6. Miscellaneous fittings
11. Ae. Large round-headed rivet attached to shaped backplate, incomplete. 0082.
12. Ae. Flat-headed stud (I5mm diam.) with long round-section pin (35mm long). 0082.
13. Ae. Small domed stud (Ilmm diam.) with integral square-section pin. Furniture or strap

fitting. 0082.

7. Miscellaneous tools
14. Fe. Small axe head, 55mm long, 29mm at widest part of blade. 0082.

8. Military objects and weaponry
Nine lead musket balls were found, some of which had been fired. They varied in size
from 7mm diameter to 14mm diameter. One was collected as SF 1002, the rest were
unstratified (0082).

15. Fe. Leaf-shaped tanged arrowhead, 99mm long, 13mm wide. Type 1 (Jessop 1996).
10th-11th c. SF 1004 (0244).
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9. Weights and measures
Three lead objects were probably weights, all of different shapes and sizes. One was
irregular biconical, one was a flat disc 14mm thick, and one was domed. All were
unstratified (0082).

10. Objects of uncertain use
Six scraps of tin or lead alloy foil, a shaped iron ?rim fragment, three copper alloy
sheet fragments (one from a thimble), and a square section tapered shaft were
collected. All were unstratified (0082) except the shaft (SF 1003) and all were
probably post-medieval.

11. Flint
by Sarah Bates

Methodology
All flint from the site was examined and catalogued. It was listed, by context/OP
number, on a proforma sheet. Each piece of flint was assigned to one of a series of
categories. Cores/core fragments, other struck or tested pieces, flakes, blades and
retouched tools were listed, with the technological class or degree of cortication, and
completeness of flakes also being noted. Flakes less than 20mm in size were
classified as spalls. Any retouched or utilised flakes were noted, and where relevant,
the raw material, condition and patination of the flint was commented on (Appendix
V).

General characteristics of the lithics assemblage from the whole site, such as type of
raw material, condition and stages of reduction sequence represented, were assessed
and any diagnostic or possibly diagnostic flake/artefact forms were noted.

The catalogue was sorted by feature and component number so that the total numbers
of flint, and different categories of flint, from individual features were seen (Appendix
VI). No phasing for the site was available so that only broad divisions
(undatedlunstratifiedlpost-medieval) based on the information provided were possible
for the purpose of the analysis of the lithic material.

Key to tables
s.fr-struck fragment; Ifl-primary flake; 2fl-secondary flake; 3fl-tertiary flake; bl-

blade; scr-scraper; sp-spall ft~~~\
f>t1~ \ f0'""' ) }

The Assemblage A
The lithics assemblage from the site consisted of200 pieces of flint. The material
retrieved was from features (including some flints collected from the surface of larger
features such as ditches) and from a few unstratified contexts from different areas of
the site. The composition of the assemblage is summarised in Table 6.

Raw material
The flint includes unpatinated dark grey/black and lighter coloured mottled grey
material. There is a tendency to small sized flakes suggesting that small pebbles and
nodules were used as cores. There is also a quite high incidence of pieces which have
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been struck from already patinated flint or from cores or lumps whose cortex was
already weathered. It seems likely therefore that most of the raw material consisted of
gravel flint pebbles or small nodules collected from the surface or soil in the area of
the site. One piece of white chert, scorched slightly pink, was found (0097), this was
a thermal fragment and had not been struck or worked.

Context sfr core Itl 2tl 3tl hI scr sp other Total
Undated ditches 4 3 6 69 31 8 5 11 7 144
Undated pits 2 2 8 4 3 1 2 22
PMed features 1 1 2
illS 2 9 11 9 1 32
Total 6 5 8 87 46 20 6 15 7 200

Table 6. All flint from the site

Condition
The number of pieces of patinated flint within the assemblage is quite large.
Patination ranges from flecked bluish white through mottled grey to heavily patinated,
including a few opaque greyish white pieces. Patination often occurs on all surfaces
of the flint, suggesting it is post-depositional.
Most of the flint is quite sharp, a small number ofpieces, mainly from unstratified
contexts, presumably surface or ploughsoil finds, have battered edges. Occasional
traces of reddish brown staining on some of the flint is probably due to iron staining
from natural gravels.

Enclosure ditch 0006
Eighty-two pieces of flint were recovered from two lengths of enclosure ditch 0006
investigated in the north part of the site. The material came from six excavated
segments of the ditch. In addition a few more pieces were found in ditch segments
0014 and 0024, continuations of the enclosure ditch, revealed in evaluation trenches 4
and 11 respectively.

The majority of the flint from ditch 0006 is of small to medium size and quite sharp.
It is fairly representative of the material from he site in that a relatively large number
of pieces are patinated to some degree, a few heavily so. A small number of pieces
were struck from already patinated cores or fragments but patination is mostly post
depositional. The assemblage from the ditch is summarised in Table 7.

Location s.fr core Itl 2tl 3tl hi scr sp other Total
North Area 3 4 40 20 4 2 4 5 82
Trench 4 3 3
Trench 11 3 5
Total 3 0 4 46 21 4 2 5 5 90

Table 7. Summary of flint from enclosure ditch 0006

No cores were recovered from the enclosure ditch, most of the material consisted of
unmodified flakes with a few other struck, or chipped/shattered, fragments. Two
pieces were classified as scrapers although neither was very well defined. An
irregular secondary flake from ditch segment 0062 had been steeply retouched along
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Two cores were recovered from 0253; both had produced irregular, mainly short squat
flakes.

The two other flints from pit 0090 were both irregular long flakes, both were sharp
and both patinated a pale grey colour.

Trackway 0084
A total of twenty-nine pieces of flint were found from excavated segments across, and
the surface of, trackway 0084. It is summarised in Table 8.

29
Total

o 2 1 12 7 3 2 2 0
Table 8: Summary of flint from trackway 0084

s.ft core 10 20 30 bl scr sp other
0084
Context

one thin edge, and from 0140 (ditch segment 0401) a secondary flake was steeply
retouched at its partly broken distal end and retouched along its left hand side,
possibly to blunten that edge. Four other retouched pieces and two utilised flakes
were also found from the fills of the enclosure ditch.

Pit 0090
A scraper, a retouched flake and two unmodified flakes were found in this pit. The
scraper was formed on a small sub-circular flake, it had been retouched all around its
edge apart from across its proximal end, it was patinated a glossy pale bluish grey
colour (0098, Fig.30). The scraper was similar to, perhaps slightly larger than, the so
called 'thumbnail' scrapers typically seen as diagnostic of late Neolithic/Early Bronze
Age date.

The retouched flake was almost leaf-shaped and had had a few shallow flakes
removed from its dorsal face close to its proximal end (0087, Fig.30). Possibly it had
been intended as a leaf-shaped point but flaws in the flint and the resulting
asymmetrical shape may have led to its discard. The flint was patinated a dull pale
grey. There was slight damage to the edges of the flake.

The material from trackway 0084 was mainly mid-dark grey in colour and quite sharp.
It was not as heavily patinated as that from the enclosure ditch; since patination was
probably post-depositional this may have been due to different burial conditions such
as type of fill of feature or depth of burial. Two scrapers were found; an irregular
scraper on a small secondary flake from excavated segment 0086, retouched around
its distal end, and a rounded end scraper from segment 0316. Both were formed on
already patinated flakes; that from 0316 as probably of thermal origin. One utilised
flake and nine other retouched pieces were also found. They included a broken blade
(0316), retouched to a slight spur at the distal end, possibly for use as a borer, and the
broken distal end of a broad flake (0253) which had been retouched along opposing
sides and across its distal end to form a blunt square ended implement.
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Other flint
Only one other classifiable tool was found. This was a very small scraper formed on
an ovate tertiary flake from post-hole 0283. It had steep retouch all around its edges
and a slight spur on one side.

One or two other features (pit 0310, ditch 0062) contained several pieces of flint but
none of the material was remarkable, it consisted of unmodified flakes. Other features
contained only one or two pieces.

Flint from unstratified contexts consisted mostly of small to medium sized flakes and
blades, some with damage to their edges. With a few exceptions, and relative to the
site assemblage as a whole, the material was remarkable for its lack of patination.
Two pieces that did have bluish grey patina were a long blade and a core from 0001.
The core had had similarly long flakes or blades removed from it. Considering the
form and different appearance of these two pieces to the rest of the unstratified
material it is likely that they may date to an earlier (Neolithic) period than most of the
material from the site.

Summary
The assemblage from the site is fairly small and contains few diagnostic artefact
types. Most of the material is quite small in size and irregular in form. Four of the
five cores recovered had been used for the production of small irregular flakes. The
assemblage is typical of the later prehistoric period when readily available pebbles
and nodules are most likely to have provided the raw material for flint working and
cores and artefacts were prepared and fashioned less carefully than during earlier
periods (Edmunds 1995, 184).

It is noticeable that most ofthe flint from the site was recovered from the two ditches
making up the enclosure and the trackway associated with the enclosure while a much
smaller amount came from ten of the small pits and only one flint was recovered from
any of the numerous post-holes that were excavated across the site. Two pieces of
flint were found in post-medieval or modem features and thirty-two flints were from
unstratified contexts.

The scraper from pit 0090 is of a type usually associated with Late NeolithiclEarly
Bronze Age period, and the unusual form and distinctive nature of the leaf-shaped
flake also from pit 0090 suggested that it may possibly have dated to an earlier
(Neolithic) period than most of the flint from the site. The distinctive patina and
damaged edges of the latter may also suggest that it was of an earlier date. The leng
blade and blade core from unstratified OP 0001 may also be indicative of earlier
activity at the site.
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12. Biological evidence
Human bone
One human tooth was found in context 0286, a section of ditch 0006.

Animal bone by Alexis M. Willett
Introduction
A total of 854 bone fragments, 9.255 kilograms, was examined from the Chilton site.
The material was ofmixed preservation but generally good.
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Where a species is given but queried, for example cow?, identification could not be
exact.

Notes on species
The following list outlines the species present in the assemblage and their definitions:

The total numbers of fragments and weights for each species, ordered by OP number,
can be found in Appendix VII, 'Fragment number per species', and Appendix VIII,
'Weight in grams per species'.

large mammal; considered to mean an animal approximately the size of a horse/cowl
large deer; more specific identification was not possible;
medium mammal; considered to mean an animal approximately the size of a
sheep/goat/pigldoglsmaller deer; more specific identification was not possible;
medium/small mammal; more specific identification was not possible due to the lack
of reference material;

small mammal; considered to mean an animal approximately the size of a cat or
smaller; more specific identification was not possible;
due to the difficulty in distinguishing the two species this category must be assigned;
in most cases the bone is probably from a sheep but this cannot be blindly assumed;
more specific identification could not be made due to the lack of reference material;
no specific information can be given about the fragment.

species unknown but bone element identifiable;
more specific identification could not be achieved due to a lack of reference material;
domestic cat;
domestic cattle;
bone fragment could only be narrowed down to these two species;
domestic dog;

equids;

small rodent
unidentifiable

pig
s. mammal

Methodology
Bone was identified by the use of reference material in the form of published
descriptions by Schmid 1972, Hillson 1992, Sisson and Grossman 1938 and Jepson
1938. All the bone was analysed and listed. 333 fragments were unidentifiable but
the remainder were recorded in terms of species, bone, part and the presence of
cutmarks. Any obvious immaturity and gnaw marks were also remarked upon. The
minimum numbers of individuals were not calculated due to the restrictions of time,
sample size and fragmentation. Percentages are either based on the number of bone
fragments or the weight of the fragments; this is specified where appropriate.

sheep/goat

m.mammal

m.ls. mammal

?
bird
cat
cow
cow/horse
dog
hare
horse
human
I. mammal

I
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Results
The results are considered within the larger groups of bone fragments that were
recovered.

Ditch 0006 - OP's 0006,0014,0062,0065,0066,0124,0140,0226,0251,0265,
0280, 0281, 0286, 0351, 0353.
329 fragments were recovered from this ditch, even though only a small proportion of
the total length ofthis feature was excavated, which represent 39% ofthe total. The
bones were predominantly from cattle and 'large mammals'.

Pit 0244
128 fragments made up this assemblage in which most species, in the list above, were
represented.

Pit 0310
Of the 75 fragments recovered in this pit 59 were unidentifiable. The remaining
pieces were from sheep/goat and 'medium mammal', also including three cow molars.

Pit 0347
17% ofthe total animal bone fragments were taken from this pit. With 50 fragments
being unidentifiable the further 94 were made up of large mammal, medium mammal,
cow and bird, in order of fragment numbers. Eleven, of the total 12, bird fragments
were recovered from this pit and may have all been from the same individual.

Ditch 0015 - OP's 0010,0058
Four large mammal and 11 unidentifiable fragments were found in this assemblage.

Ditch 0218 - OP's 0219, 0220
This feature produced mainly small mammal and hare remains, from a total of eight
fragments.

Bone Analysis Summary
Overall, the species producing the largest number of fragments in the assemblage,
after the unidentifiable fragments, was 'large mammal' and then cow, 35% in total.
'Medium mammal', sheep/goat, and pig were also present in significant numbers. The
other species found were low in their numbers of fragments. As would be expected,
in terms of weight the cow and large mammal fragments account for the majority of
the total, at 71%. They are followed by the unidentifiable, medium mammal and
sheep/goat fragments respectively.

Although the minimum numbers of individuals has not been calculated, many of the
fragments could be seen to fit together and thus the totals were likely to have been
relatively low.

The parts of the skeleton most frequently represented, from all species in the
assemblage, were the lower limb bones and the skull, including the jaw and teeth.
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When regarding these observations, certain factors must be taken into account: the
differential preservation of the bones, the size of the species, how robust their
individual bones are, and thus the level of recovery one would expect to achieve.
Also the potential meat yield from an animal might be considered to have an effect on
the overall totals; the leg of a cow would provide a great deal more meat than that of a
sheep, for example, and so the presence ofmore sheep bones does not necessarily
mean that more lamb was eaten.

Conclusions
The animal bones from County Farm, Chilton appear to be butchery waste as the parts
of the carcass that are usually discarded are those that are present in this assemblage, ,
i.e. the lower limbs and skull. Also, if the fragments with possible cutmarks are added
to the total of those with definite cut marks, a total of approximately 50% is reached,
another strong indication of butchery. Gnaw marks were present on 12% ofthe total
number of fragments, which also indicates food waste of some kind, although whether
these were made by humans or animals could not be defined.

The predominance of large mammal and cow in ditch 0006 should be noted, as a
possible pointer towards the economy of the Iron Age settlement.

Only 5% of the total number of fragments were immature and thus a high status
consumer site is not suggested. The low numbers confirm this, and also indicate that
the site was not being used specifically for butchery, but that some of the assemblage
is likely to represent domestic food debris.

Animals seen in low numbers, such as cat, small rodent, small mammal and hare, are
indicative of the species living in and around the settlement throughout its use.

No significant pathology was evident in this assemblage.

Finds Summary
Evidence .from the pottery and flint finds suggests that there was activity on this site
from the Late Neolithic to the Late Iron Age. After this, however, with the exception
ofone Roman coin which is probably a casual loss, there appears to have been no
further occupation until the Late Saxon period. There was a briefperiod of activity in
the 11th century, after which the site declined again and medieval and post-medieval
fmds are limited to material which probably represents manuring and casual loss.

The gold fragment from the prehistoric trackway does indicate some high status
activity, and is rare evidence for jewellery manufacture.
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Mid brown sill clay.
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0092
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\.i7

0078
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NE SW
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sill clay.
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I _!_

\)l )
Dark brown loamy clay.
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C, :7
7
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silt clay: .

E W
I _! _ 57.63mOO
I -.,....--.7-=--.7

Mid brown sill clay with
light yellow/brown moltles.

N S
_~_ -l- 58.47mOO

I_-VG£--.-#-<-~-.~-rLight yellow clay with

~ ~ charcoal flecks.

Mid orange/brown silt clay
with few charcoal flecks.

0093
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SE,
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" ... :>,
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I

I
I

I
I

I
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I
I
I
I
I

0099
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slightly darker at the surface.

0130
NE SW
.L _'_58.26mOO

I I

<tpr:
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N S
_~_ _,- 57.98mOO

I •

~
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SE NW
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~i~-i~
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S N
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Q
Dark brown sill clay
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I
I

Figure 18 Other post-holes 0067-0171 - sections
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N
-!-
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""'f:? ....
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1 .
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I
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-j- I
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Mid brown silt clay.
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NE SW
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~
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""n:~ ,
Stone. Mid brown silt clay.
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-i~-

~
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1

9
-
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lmoI L--- ..:.--- ---J

I Figure 19 Other post-holes 0172-0320 - sections
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THE MACROFOSSILS AND MOLLUSCAN ASSEMBLAGES
by V. Fryer and P. Murphy

Introduction
Following an initial assessment ofmolluscs and plant macrofossils from twenty five
samples (Fryer & Murphy, unpublished), eight samples from a column through the
Iron Age enclosure ditch 0370 were selected for quantitative analysis. The samples
were particularly shall-rich but charred plant macrofossils and other plant remains
were also present. In addition, a single sample of charred plant material from a post
hole fill (0287) associated with a Late Saxon/Early Medieval structure was chosen for
analysis.

Methods
The samples were processed by manual flotation/washover collecting the flots in a
500 micron mesh sieve. The dried flots were scanned under a binocular microscope at
low power. The non-floating residues were wet sieved on a 500 micron mesh sieve
and sorted when dry.
Macrofossils and other remains noted are listed on Tables 9 and 10. Plant
macrofossils were preserved exclusively by charring. Modem contaminants,
including seeds/fruits, fibrous roots, arthropods, and fungal sclerotia, were present in a
all but the lower ditch samples. Pottery, bone and worked stone were removed for
further study.

Mollusc shells were identified with reference to Kerney and Cameron (1979) and
Evans (1972), and identifications were verified by comparison with modem reference
material. Shells of Carychium sp. were counted as apical fragments and complete
specimens. 20% of the intact shells were fractured to expose the internal parietal and
columellar folds; of these, all identifiable shells showed the characteristic double
flexure of C. tridentatum.

Sample composition
The upper two samples from the enclosure ditch (0-1Ocm and 10-20cm) contained
very few mollusc shells, but did include a low density of charred wheat grains and
chaff, including glume bases of Triticum dicoccum (emmer wheat) and T. spelta (spelt
wheat), with four fragmentary seeds of Galium sp. (goosegrass), a common segetal
weed. The remaining samples all contained mollusc shells at varying densities but,
with the exception of charcoal fragments, plant macrofossils were very rare, apart
from a single glume base of T. dicoccum in 20-30cm, a fragmentary Fallopia

",q-pnvolvulus (black bindweed) fruit in 30-40cm and a single seed ofLinum
catharticum (purging flax) in 40-50cm. Interpretation of these sparse charred plant
remains is uncertain, but cereal crop processing somewhere in the vicinity is
indicated.

During the assessment, cereal grains and/or chaff were recovered from all the samples
from the Late Saxon/Early Medieval structure, but generally in small quantities.
Preservation was moderate to good. Grains and floret bases ofAvena sp. (oat), grains
and rachis nodes of Hordeum sp. (barley, including asymmetrical lateral grains of H
vulgare (six-row barley», Secale cereale (rye), and Triticum aestivum/compactum
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Context No. 0287
Cereals

~vena sp. (grains) 13

(floret base) 1

Cereal indet, (grains) 15

(rachis internode) 1fg
(detached embryos) 4

Hordeum sp. (grains) 16

(rachis nodes) 6

H. vulgare L. (grains) 7
Hordeum/Secale cereale (rachis nodes) 3

Secale cereale L. (grains) 5

Triticum sp. (grains) 12

T. aestivum/compactum (rachis nodes) 1

Herbs

Agrostemma githago L. 3

Anthemis cotula L. 14

Anisantha sterilis L. 2cffg
Asteraceae lndet. 1

Atriplex sp. 4cf

Brassica sp. 1cf
Bromus mollis/secalinus 5

Chenopodium album L. 11

Chenopodiaceae indel. 13

Fallopia convolvulus (L.) A.Love 1tf

Galium aperine L. 1

Small Poaceae lndet. 1

Plantago lanceolata L. 1

Polygonaceae indet, 2

Rumex sp. 5

Silene sp. 1

Sinapis sp. 1cf

Tripleurospermum inodorum (L.) Schultz-Bip 9

Vicia/Lathyrus sp. 7+29 coty

Other plant macrofossils

Charcoal < 2mm xxx

lndet, inflorescence frags. x

lndet, seeds 4

Other material

Black porous 'cokey' material x

Siliceous globules x

Sample Volume (lit.) 2

~olume of flot (lit.) 0.1

% flot sorted 100%

Table 9 Results of analysis of sample from 0287

Key to Tables 9 & 10
x 0-10 specimens
xx 10-100 specimens
xxx 100+ specimens
na no apex
nee not embryo end
tf testa fragment
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(bread-type wheat) were noted. Single glume bases and spikelet bases of an
indeterminate glume wheat were noted in samples 0243 and 0229 respectively and
were possibly residual from earlier deposits. A single hemispherical cotyledon
probably ofPisum sativum (pea) was recovered from sample 0228 and fragments and
cotyledons of indeterminate large Fabaceae (pulses) were noted in samples 0235,
0236,0287 and 0293.

Seeds/fruits of common weed and grassland species were present in the samples from
the Late Saxon/Early Medieval structure and included Agrostemma githago (corn
cockle), Anisantha sterilis (barren brome), Anthemis cotula (stinking mayweed),
Atriplex sp. (orache), Brassica sp. (cabbage family), Bromus sp. (brome),
Chenopodium album (fat-hen), Fallopia convolvulus (black bindweed), Galium
aparine (goosegrass), Medicago/Trijolium/Lotus sp. (medick/clover/trefoil), Plantago
lanceolata (ribwort plantain), indeterminate large and small grasses, Rumex sp.
(dock), R. acetosella (sheep's sorrel), Sherardia arvensis (field madder),
Tripleurospermum maritimum (scentless mayweed), Vicia/Lathyrus and V cracca
(tufted vetch).

The sample from post-hole 0287 included the highest density ofmaterial and was
fully analysed. It included grains, chaff and weed seeds, and was not derived from a
fully processed crop, charred accidentally in storage. The presence of a high
proportion of components other than grain implies charring at an early stage of
processing.

Other material present throughout at a low density included charred root, rhizome or
stem fragments, mammal, fish and small mammal/amphibian bones, and fragments of
black porous 'cokey' material, probably the residue from the combustion of organic
materials at very high temperatures

Molluscs
In Table 10, molluscan taxa are listed in ecological groups following Evans (1972).
Terrestrial species characteristic of both woodland and open country conditions were
present, as well as a few shells of the marsh species Vertigo antivertigo. No
freshwater molluscs were noted. The upper two samples included very few shells, but
the assemblages from samples collected below 20cm were dominated by shade
requiring snails, typically found in woodland. Aegopinella nitidula, A. pura,
Carychium sp., and Discus rotundatus were particularly abundant. Open country and
catholic species were present but never at more than 28% of the total assemblage.
Shells of Vertigo antivertigo were only present in three samples (40-50cm, 50-60cm
and 70-80cm) at very low densities.

Assemblage composition of samples from 70-80cm and 40-50cm is summarised in
Figure 31(a-b). It is notable that the samples point to persistence of shaded conditions
throughout the period of fill accumulation, not just suggesting colonisation by scrub
and trees after the enclosure was abandoned: there is no marked change in
composition. The results appear to indicate that the enclosure ditch became infilled,
from near its base, within woodland; and the inference is that the site was situated
throughout in a wooded environment.
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~ample depth O·10cm 10·20cm 20-30cm 30-40cm 40·50cm 50-60cm 60·70cm 70-80cm

~oodland/Shade loving species

~canthinulaaculeata 32 19 6 7 9

~egopinella nitidula 9+3cf 44 12 12 3 3

f4.. pura 28 29 54 8 7

Carychium sp. (apical frags.) 6 93 69 73 20 23

(complete specimens) 13 90 128 73 20 43

Of the 20% studied· int, structure

Carychium sp. 2 2 3 4 1

C. tridentatum 1 16 22 11 4 8

vlausilia bidentata 8 9 3 10cf

lausiliidae indel. 4 9 2

Discus rotundatus 1cf 10 66 102 75 29 16

Enasp. 1cf 1cf

Nesovitrea hammonis 1

Oxychilus sp. 59 28 19 19

Punctum pygmaeum 7 7 3+1cf 8 1

~trea sp. 1cf 2 5 9

~. contracta 17 11 14 16 14

~onitidae indet, 1 38 28 57 18 23

Open country species

Helicidae indel. 1 2cf

Pupilla muscorum 1cfna

jIIallonia sp. 1 1 4 1 1 10 8

jII. costata 3 17 23 16

JII. excentrica 2cf 4

~. pulchella tcf

Catholic species

Cochlicopa lubrica 8 14 34 13 10

Trichia sp. 3 5

· hispida group 9 5 12 16 8

· striolata 3cf

Marsh species

Vertigo antivertigo 1 1cfna 2

Other molluscs

Ceciliodes acicula x x x x

imacid plates 1 1 1

Cereals

Cereal indel. (grains) 1nee

(detached embryos) 2

(sprout frags.) 1

riticum sp. (glume base) 1 6

(spikelet bases) 2 1

· dicoccum Schubl. (glume base) 1cf 1

I. spelta L. (glume base) 1

Herbs

Chenopodium album L. 1

Fallopia convolvulus (L.) A. Love 1tf

Galiumsp. 4fgs

Unum catharticum L. 1

Indel. seeds Hg 2 2

Other macrofossils

Charcoal < 2mm xxx xxx xx xx xx xx xx xx
~harred root/rhizome/stem x

Bone x x x x

Black porous 'cokey' material x x x

Fish bone x x x

~ineral replaced arthropods x

~mall mammal/amphibian bone x x x x x x x

~ample Volume (lil) 2 3 3 3 3 2.5 3 3

~olume of f10t (lil) <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1

Y. f10t sorted 100% 100% 100% 50% 50% 100% 100% 100%

Table 10 Results of analysis of sample 0370
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This result was unexpected, for enclosed Iron Age settlements are generally found to
have been located in open agricultural landscapes. At Barnham, Suffolk, for example,
the enclosure ditch of a late Iron Age site produced mollusc assemblages in which
open-country species predominated, and shade-requiring taxa were virtually absent
(Murphy 1993). Barnham lies within the chalk-sand drift of Breckland, a sub-region
of light calcareous soils, thought to have been extensively cleared of woodland in the
Bronze Age (Murphy 1996), whilst the site at Chilton is on Chalky Boulder Clay.
Comparison between these two Suffolk sites might therefore be thought invalid.
However, shell assemblages from another Late Iron Age site on Chalky Boulder Clay
(the Airport Catering Services (ACS) site at Stanstead Airport, Essex) also indicate
generally open conditions (Murphy 1991), although at Stanstead conditions were
much wetter (Figure 31c-d).

Plainly, it cannot always be assumed that Iron Age enclosures were in open
landscapes. It is worth recalling the references by Caesar (translated by Handford
1951) to his assaults on fortifications within dense woodland in south-east England in
the mid-l st century BC.
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I Figure 20 Other post-holes 0321-0345 - sections
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INTERPRETATION

The Prehistoric enclosure ditch: 0006 (Figs 2-8)
The sections excavated through this feature showed no evidence for any recutting of
the ditch. Nevertheless, the way the ditch did fill up indicates that there was probably
a bank on the inside edge of the enclosure ditch. No evidence for a palisade or a
revetment to contain a bank was identified, although it is possible to suggest the likely
maximum width of a bank. The post-holes at the northeastern end of structure 0378
(0196 & 0197), which appear to be contemporary with ditch 0006, stop c.6m from the
edge of the enclosure ditch, so at this point the bank is unlikely to have been wider
than this. In addition, if these post-holes are indeed widening out in order to form an
entrance into the double post structure (see post-hole interpretation below), it is
possible that the end of the enclosure bank could have created an extension to the line
of this structure.

The dating of this feature is not totally straightforward. Although the majority of the
dateable finds recovered from the ditch were of Iron Age date, these were mainly
recovered from the secondary dark brown silty clay layer, i.e. the ditch had already
partially silted up when the Iron Age sherds were deposited. A number of sherds of
Bronze Age pottery, interpreted as being redeposited, were recovered from 0006, as
well as from a number of other features, where they appear to be in their primary
context e.g. pit 0090. These indicated that there was activity at this time in the area,
and it is possible that ditch 0006 could have been opened at this time.

There were two breaks in ditch 0006, both in the northeastern arm. The southwestern
break was c.l Om wide, through which ditch 0377 ran; and the northern gap, which
measured c.13m wide, had the trackway 0084 running through it, and structure 0374
aligned on it. Due to its relationship to these other features, the northern break has
been interpreted as the main entrance into the enclosure.

The dimensions of section 0351 across ditch 0006, to the south of the secondary
entrance, were much narrower and shallower than the rest of the excavated sections.
It is possible that this is because the section was close to the butt end of this segment
of the ditch, and that if more of the ditch was exposed, i.e. if the site could have been
extended to the southwest, the ditch would have assumed similar dimensions to the
remainder of the feature.

The Prehistoric trackway: 0084 (Figs 2,3,9 & 10)
The shallow linear hollows along the base of feature 0084 has led to it being
interpreted asa trackway; when excavated, it was very similar in appearance to a
modem rutted track, with the shallow hollows being the remnants of wheel ruts.

The presence of wheel ruts in both the base of the feature and the surface of the gravel
fill represents at least one phase of maintenance of the trackway. As possibly the
main route into the enclosure (there could be other entrances through the unexposed
sides of the enclosure ditch), the original ground surface would rapidly have become
worn, as indicated by the size of the ruts in the base of the feature, and the boulder
clay surface would probably have been almost impassable in periods of wet weather.
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The gravel would have formed an almost metalled surface, which was much more
hard wearing, as shown by the presence of only very indistinct wheel ruts in its
surface (Fig.9), and would have allowed access in all weathers.

The spacing of the wheel ruts gives some indication as to the size of carts and wagons,
etc., which were used at this time. These indicate that the maximum axle length on
the vehicles would have been c.1.5m long, while the minimum length was c.l.Om.

There were no opportunities to investigate this feature outside the excavation area;
however, other than section 0018, no other evidence for it was recorded in any of the
earlier evaluations. This suggests that outside the ditched enclosure, there was no one
main approach to the enclosure; this would have resulted in a number of smaller,
shallower tracks or paths being formed, which would not have survived as well in the
archaeological record. If this is the case, then 0084 was well defined because it was
created by the passage ofall the vehicles entering the enclosure, which appear to have
had to follow the same route to the north of posthole group 0386. In addition, this
could explain why, if 0084 does not change direction, it becomes indistinct towards
the southern limit of the northern excavation area; possibly it was at this point that
either the carts and pack animals were unloaded; or where they dispersed to other
areas within the enclosure.

The trackway was almost certainly originally formed shortly after the excavation of
the enclosure ditch 0006; it is unlikely that ditch 0006 would have been constructed
around the trackway. The majority of the Bronze Age pottery recovered from the site
was from sections excavated across 0084. If this pottery is in its primary context, it
would indicate that the trackway, and thus the enclosure ditch 0006, were formed and
constructed during this period. However, some of the finds were recovered from the
gravel rich layer at the base of the feature. The gravel for this has been brought to the
site from elsewhere in the vicinity, and it is possible that some of the Bronze Age
pottery, and possibly the gold scrap, was imported with the gravel used to create the
metalled surface at the same time; i.e. some of the Bronze Age pottery may have been
redeposited with the gravel.

It is also difficult to determine the sequence of construction of the track and the
double linear post-hole structure 0374 & 0378. If the trackway developed first, why
does it curve around through the entrance and not just run straight in? If structures
0374 & 0378 were built first, it may be expected that the entrance into the structure
they form, i.e. where they widen out at the northwestern end, would be regular or
straight, and not at an angle, which fits within the curve of the trackway, as they do.
These reasons suggest that the enclosure, and the layout of the major features within
it, were probably planned, and did not just happen haphazardly.
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Post-holes (Figs 3, 4,11-21)
Several Post-hole Groups (PG), some of which appeared to be the remains of
structures, were identified.

Post-hole Group 0385 (Figs 4 & 11)
PG 0385 was recorded in the December 1996 evaluation (SCCAS Report 96/76). It
contained seven post-holes (0030, 0032, 0034, 0036, 0040, 0050 & 0052, in grid
squares L8, L9 & M8), which appeared to describe a circle between 6-8m in diameter.
This was interpreted as evidence for settlement structures within the enclosure ditch;
although this structure is thought to be incomplete, as several of the identified post
holes were quite shallow. There was little subsoil in this area of the site, which
suggests that it is likely that other associated features could have been totally eroded
by recent farming techniques. Although only one artefact was recovered from this
structure, a burnt flint from 0030, it was interpreted as being contemporary with ditch
0006.
Little further information could be derived from it; however two post-holes in the
southeastern quadrant of the structure (0030 & 0032) were much larger in diameter
than the remainder, which could indicate the location of the entrance into this
structure.

Post-hole Group 0373 (Figs 3 & 12)
PG 0373 was situated to the north of the medieval ditch 0013, in grid squares N14,
N15 & MI5. This could be divided into two structures, with an inner circle consisting
of eight post-holes (0175,0176,0177,0178,0182,0183,0184,0190), approximately
6m in diameter, and seven 'outer' post-holes (0166, 0167, 0168, 0189, 0215, 0216,
0217). All the post-holes were very shallow, indicating that they had been severely
truncated. Other than a few burnt flints, and a fragment of bone, only one sherd of
pottery, probably ofIron Age date, was recovered, from post-hole 0175.
The inner post-holes clearly describe a circular structure, quite possibly a domestic
building/house; however, the post-holes were too degraded to indicate if there was an
entrance - they are often marked by more substantial or larger posts. Nevertheless, the
spacing of the postholes could provide clues as to where the entrance was: the
majority of the post-holes in the circular structure are c.2m apart, except for post-holes
0178 & 0190, in the southeastern quadrant of the structure, which are c.3m apart.
It is possible that the outer post-holes are related in some way to the inner structure;
and that as with PG 0385, other features, which could have provided more evidence
for this, have not survived into the archaeological record.

Post-hole Group 0386 (Figs 3, 13-15)
Post-hole group 0386 includes eighty post-holes, located in grid squares K16, 17 &
18; L18; M17 & 18; N16 & 17; and 016. The main features ofthis group appear to
be lines of post-holes which form structures 0374, 0375 and 0378.

0374 and 0378 contained eleven and twenty post-holes respectively, were c.5m apart
and approximately parallel. The individual post-holes were, on average, between 1.8
and 2.2m apart; neither row was particularly regularly laid out, rather each formed a
slightly zig-zag pattern. They appeared to form a double linear structure orientated
northwest - southeast, which was aligned on the main entrance through the enclosure
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ditch. At the northwestern end, the post-holes widen out, and appear to define an
entrance into the double post-hole structure; these post-holes also indicate the possible
width of the bank which once stood on the inside edge of the enclosure ditch.
Trackway 0084 curves around to the north of this entrance (Fig.I 3), but as discussed
above, it is not easy to deduce which is the earlier feature.
No artefacts, other than a few burnt flints, were recovered from the postholes in these
structures.

Feature 0375 is another line ofeleven post-holes, c.20m long, orientated southwest
northeast. The individual post-holes were, on average, between 1.2 and 1.75m apart;
and were also laid out in a slightly zig-zag arrangement. Feature 0375 is
approximately perpendicular to the double linear structure; and post-hole 0191,
although it has been included as part of feature 0378, could also be allocated to feature
0375. This suggests that this structure is contemporary with post-hole lines 0374 and
0378, which together appear to be marking a rectilinear area to the south of the
entrance and the trackway.
No artefacts were recovered from the post-holes of 0375.

The majority ofthe remainder of the post-holes in PG 0386 are located at the
southeastern end of the double linear structure. These post-holes are very jumbled,
many have been considerably eroded, and there is a lack of artefactural or dating
evidence which could indicate relationships between them. Due to these reasons,
there is the potential for a number of interpretations, several of which are mutually
exclusive. Nevertheless, some interpretation has been attempted, based on the profile
and size of the post-holes (Figs 14 & 15). One version is that shown in figure 13, i.e.
two shorter parallel lines of post-holes, another circular structure, approximately 6m
in diameter, plus two slightly offset sub-rectangular arrangements of post-holes.

Post-hole Group 0387 (Figs 4 & 16)
PG 0387 was located in grid squares P7, Q6 & Q7, adjacent to the southeastern edge
of the site. This was made up of 15 post-holes, of which eleven appeared to describe a
slightly trapezoidal structure, with sides made up of irregularly spaced post-holes, set
in a slightly zig-zag pattern. This measured a maximum of c.llm x l lrn, and had
three post-holes (0247, 0257 & 0300) located 'inside', almost parallel to, and c.3m
from, the northwestern edge, and one (0246) just to the north of the northeastern edge.
Other than a few fragments of burnt clay and bone, the only dateable artefact
recovered was one sherd of 11th century pottery from 0302.
Although interpreted as a sub-rectangular structure, with an internal line ofpostholes,
the three internal postholes, with the adjacent post-holes in the north-western edge of
the external structure (0297, 0258, 0259), could represent the remnants of a six post
structure, similar to one identified at Spong Hill (EAA 73,p 47), which was dated to
the Saxon period.

Post-hole Group 0376 (Figs 4 & 17)
PG 0376 was located in grid square Q8, towards the southeastern limit of the site.
This was made up of27 post-holes, of which 26 appeared to form a rectangular
building. This measured c.l0m x 6m, was aligned northwest - southeast, and was
subdivided into two almost equal sized parts (the southeastern area being slightly
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larger than the northwestern) by a line of three post-holes (0237,0238,0290). Two
post-holes (0234 & 0289), c.0.5m apart, were located towards the centre of the
southeastern half.
Other than a large quantity ofbumt clay, few finds were recovered from this structure.
These consisted of two worked and two bumt flints; and seven small sherds of Bronze
Age and Iron Age pottery. Although the only dateable artefacts recovered were of
prehistoric date, the rectangular form of this building makes it very unlikely to date
from this period. Three similar rectangular structures were recorded at Spong Hill,
Norfolk, and dated to the Early Saxon period (R. Rickett, 1995). In addition, many of
the other features in this southeastern area of the site contain Late Saxon and Early
Medieval artefacts, e.g. pit group 0261,0263,0264,0267, & 0268 (Fig.4). This
indicates that PG 0376 is most likely to be contemporary with the nearby pits, with
the artefacts recovered from it being redeposited when the building was initially
constructed.
Although in general the post-holes of this building were better preserved than those in
the other structures, they were still fairly shallow, and no definite evidence for
entrances, postpipes and packing, or for the replacement ofposts which could indicate
that the building was in use over a longer period of time, survived to be recorded.

Despite this, evidence for activities being carried out in the vicinity of this building
were recovered. Several ofthe post-holes in this structure were seen to contain
charred organic material, and samples were taken from a number of them for
molluscan and macrofossil analysis (see p.30-32, this report).

The other post-hole in this group, 0232, lay just to the northofthe building. It is
possible that it is related in some way to the structure, but this cannot be determined
from the results available.

The remaining post-holes (Figs 3, 4, 18-21)
After the post-holes groups have been taken into consideration, 32 unassociated post
holes are left in the northern area, and 60 in the southern. Of the northern post-holes,
few possible structures or patterns to their layout can be seen, other than a possible
four-post structure in grid square Q15 (Fig.3).

More patterns can be seen in the remaining post-holes in the southern area, mostly
consisting of short lines made up of three to five post-holes (Fig.4). However, other
potential structures can also be perceived, including another four-post structure in grid
square N8, and the possible ploughed out remnants of a second rectangular building
(Fig.4).

Pits (Figs 3, 4, 22-25)
The function of the majority of the pits is not clear. The pits which contained high
concentrations of bones and other artefacts e.g. 0038, 0214, 0252, 0310, & 0347, can

. be interpreted as rubbish pits, although whether or not this was their primary purpose
is difficult to ascertain. Pits with similar profiles and dimensions to features 0214 and
0252 (Fig.23) have been recorded at Little Woodbury, Wiltshire (Bersu, 1940), where
evidence suggested they were used for storage.
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Pit 0090 appears to have contained a heat source; although whether this was employed
for a domestic or industrial activity cannot be determined.

Several shallow pits, including 0346, 0348 & 0349, contained very high proportions
of burnt flints. It has generally been thought that when drying wheat, temporary
ovens were built, but Cunliffe (1978, 178) has suggested than an alternative method
would be to spread skins out over pre-heated flint nodules. This could explain the
quantities of fire cracked flints, with no evidence for an associated direct heat source
within the pit.

The profile and dimensions of the Late SaxonJEarly Medieval sub-rectangular pit
0244 are very similar to those of Sunken-featured buildings (SFB's) identified at West
Stow (West, 1985), and Spong Hill (Rickett, 1995), and similar artefact types were
recovered from them. The major differences between them were that no post-holes
were recorded within 0244; and the fills of the West Stow and Spong Hill SFB's were
distinctly stratified, while the fill of 0244 was very homogenous. This suggests that
pit 0244 was probably associated with the rectangular building (PG 0376) - it is
unlikely to have been a rubbish pit, but it may have been utilised for some industrial
purpose e.g. as a tank for storing water, although the possible interpretation of it being
a SFB should not be ruled out.

Other ditches (Figs 2-4, 26, 27)
Initially it was thought that ditch 0377 could be a form of simple hornwork or similar
structure constructed to protect the southern entrance through ditch 0006, as the
chances of a ditch c.lm wide running through the gap at such an acute angle purely by
coincidence is low. However, finds evidence indicates that ditch 0377 is likely to be
of Late Saxon or Early Medieval date, and thus not related to ditch 0006 in any way.

All the remaining minor ditches, with the exception of ditch 0079, could be broadly
phased through stratigraphical evidence, while artefacts recovered from them not only _.
indicated that they were all likely to be post-ll th century in date, but also highlighted
the number of disturbed finds which were redeposited when these ditches cut earlier
features. A good example of this is section 0315 which was excavated across ditch
0314, which contained a high proportion of prehistoric artefacts derived from
trackway 0084, i.e. many of these ditches could be relatively modem, with the dating
evidence derived from earlier, disturbed features.
The function of these ditches is unclear, but they could represent later field divisions
or boundaries, or could have been dug to facilitate drainage of the area.

Medieval trackway: ditches 0012 & 0013 (Figs 2-4, 28)
The documentary survey (SCCAS Report no.96/23) indicated that in 1840, when the
Tithe Map was surveyed, one of the ditches, i.e. 0012 or 0013, was still in use as a
field boundary. It is not possible to tell precisely which of these ditches continued in
use as a field boundary into the mid-19th century, due to inaccuracies inherent in the
Tithe Map, although the recovery of blue and white 18th/19th century china from
0012 suggests that 0013 may have been infilled first.
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Because the Brief& Specification required the excavation to concentrate on the
prehistoric and Late Saxon/Early Medieval elements of the site, only a very limited
amount of further work was carried out on these features in this phase; this revealed
no new information about them.
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DISCUSSION

The prehistoric evidence
The earliest activity recorded on the site dates from the Late Neolithic. This was
represented by a number of flint tools, the majority being from unstratified contexts.
The flints of this date which were recovered from features were probably redeposited
i.e. no features were positively identified as dating from this period.

The finds evidence indicates that activity on the site increased during the Bronze Age,
although few diagnostic sherds were recovered. A few features were recorded which
appeared to contain Bronze Age pottery in situ, but the majority of artefacts of this
date were found in the enclosure ditch 0006 and the trackway 0084. Most of the
Bronze Age pottery came from the upper silty clay deposit of trackway 0084, rather
than the lower gravel layer, Le. it is unlikely to have been imported along with the
gravel used to reiristate the track. If the pottery from 0084 is in its primary context, it
implies that the trackway and the enclosure ditch were established in the Bronze Age
rather than the Iron Age as originally thought. It is hoped that further clarification of
the date of the enclosure ditch can be provided by the thermoluminescence dating, but
at the time of writing, the samples are still being processed.

The artefactural evidence shows that the majority of the prehistoric activity on the site
occurred during the Iron Age; by the end of this period, the enclosure ditch 0006
appears to have silted up to approximately one third of its original depth. However,
the majority of the features on the site, which largely consist of post-hole structures,
did not contain any dateable artefactural evidence. Nevertheless, there was a strong
element ofcontinuity in both social and economic terms throughout the first
millennium, so whether the site at Chilton is of Late Bronze Age or Early Iron Age
date, comparisons with other excavated sites in Britain indicate that, in general, it has
many features that appear to be relatively typical of a late prehistoric settlement.

The archaeological evidence indicates that there were two types of settlement in East
Anglia at this time, enclosed and open (Martin, 1998). Fieldwalking indicates that
some of the open settlements covered extensive areas, e.g. in the Wyken area of
StantonlBardwell a pottery scatter covering c.17 hectares has been recorded (Martin
1998,3). Generally, however, enclosed settlements, surrounded by substantial
ditches, with banks either on the inside or outside, and often with a palisade, appear to
have been smaller. In Suffolk, a double-ditched enclosure at Barnham covered c.1
hectare (Martin 1993), while at Foxhall, the enclosure covered c.OA hectares (PSIA
1992, 385). Some larger enclosed settlements have also be recorded, e.g. the
enclosure at Burgh, Suffolk covered c.7 hectares (Martin 1988), while at Darmsden in
1994, a ditch 120m long, which appeared to describe one corner and part of one side
of an enclosure was recorded, although further investigations are needed to confirm
whether it is an enclosure ditch, or just a field boundary (Abbott & Forrest, 1996).
The excavations at Chilton indicate that the minimum area enclosed by ditch 0006 is
c.I.6 hectares, putting it towards the middle of the range in terms of size for this type
of settlement. The silting patterns in the enclosure ditch 0006 indicate that here the
bank was on the inside edge, and although no evidence for a revetment was recorded,
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it is possible that there was a palisade or other obstacle, e.g. a thorn hedge, along the
top of the bank.

The roundhouses recorded at Chilton (PG's 0373,0385 & ?0381) are also typical of
the late 2nd/early 1st millennia (Cunliffe 1978, 175), being simple circular structures,
averaging 6m in diameter, consisting of a series of upright timbers placed irregularly
in a circular or oval setting. Later the trend was towards a more regular spacing of
timbers, possibly indicating that PG 0385 predates PG 0373. Of the thirteen likely
and two possible Iron Age houses previously recorded in Suffolk, four were also post
built structures; with the remainder represented by ring-trenches, dated to the Middle
Late Iron Age (Martin 1998). As at Chilton, none of these roundhouses show
evidence for projecting porches; although the generally degraded nature of the site at
Chilton means that their existence here cannot be ruled out. Excavations on much
better preserved sites around Britain indicate that many circular huts with similar
plans to these had lightly constructed walls of wattle and daub outside their inner
post-rings (Guilbert 1981), which left only very shallow features in the subsoil, for
example grooves at Shearplace Hill, Dorset (Rahtz & ApSimon, 1962), postholes at
Winklebury Camp, Hampshire (Smith, 1977), and stake holes at Moel y Gaer, Clwyd
(Guilbert 1975). At Crickley Hill (Dixon 1973), it was found that the outer ring of
roundhouses need not always penetrate the ground; here the burning of a building left
'clusters of burnt daub' around part of the circumference, indicating thatthe wall was
formed of a 'wattled screen on sleeper beams resting on the ground surface'. The outer
post-holes in PG 0373 at Chilton are likely to be too distant from the main post ring to
represent the positions of the outer wall; however, PG 0385 is very similar in plan to a
roundhouse recorded at New Barn Down, Sussex (Curwen 1934), where the larger
post-holes on the southeastern quadrant of the roundhouse (the equivalent of post
holes 0030 and 0032 in PG 0373) were interpreted as marking the entrance through
the outer wall (Guilbert 1981, 313, Fig 8, structure 'R').

Due to the size of the enclosure at Chilton, it may be expected that it would surround a
large settlement, containing many people. In the event, only two/three roundhouses,
which may not have been contemporary, were identified within it. Although it is
possible that some structures have not survived to be excavated, and there is the
potential for further roundhouses to be located within the rest of the enclosure, the
evidence generally indicates that it was not densely populated. This ties in with the
known general settlement pattern of this period, in which single-family or extended
family units dominated the landscape (Cunliffe 1978, 168).

Post alignments have been recorded throughout Britain and Ireland. They generally
occur in the context of free-standing palisades, and appear to have been built from the
later Neolithic and Bronze Age (Burgess 1980, 195-6), until well into the Iron Age
(Cunliffe 1978,206-9,243-5), when they tend to be associated with other post-hole
configurations such as roundhouses and four-post structures. They are often allied
with banked and ditched enclosures, for example at Little Woodbury, Wiltshire (Bersu
1940), although at Redgate Hill, Hunstanton, Norfolk, a trapezoidal example without
a bank and ditch was recorded (Bradley, Chowne, et aI, 1993). No parallel for the
double linear structure as recorded at Chilton has been found, although double
palisades have been excavated, e.g. at Sutton Hoo, Suffolk (Ellison 1986, 39).
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Again at Redgate Hill, Hunstanton, fragmentary lines ofpostholes, interpreted as
representing lengths of stockades, and similar to those in the southern area of Chilton,
were recorded. ; _J-. I 11 r

)U~UV5 CV{ CL«A~~

Four-pos~ less commonly six-post structures, have been recorded at a large
number of sites. They range in size from between c.1.5 & 5m square, but the majority
are c.2.7-4m square (Burgess 1980,229); the Chilton examples are approximately 2m
square (Figs 3 & 4). These are traditionally interpreted as above ground storage
structures, particularly for grain, i.e. granaries (Cunliffe 1978 180), although it is not
known if they had floors at ground level, or whether they were on stilts to allow the
free circulation of air beneath, and to prevent rodent infestation.

Very little evidence for the replacement of posts was identified during the
excavations. This indicates that the structures had a single phase ofuse, and implies
that the life of the structures can be taken as the life span of the posts. It is possible to
estimate how long this may have been, by utilising results obtained from
investigations carried out by the Forest Products Research Laboratory, which were
also used by Wainwright and Longworth (1971,224-225) to estimate the life of the
Southern Circle at Durrington Walls, Wiltshire. These results indicated an
approximate lifespan of 15 years for each inch of heartwood for a substantial oak post
set in chalk. Although the tree species from which the posts at Chilton were obtained
are not known, the high frequency of oak in prehistoric structures (Coles, Heal &
Orme 1978) makes it the most probable candidate. In addition, this formula is likely
to give a maximum life for the Chilton posts, as they were not set in pure chalk,
although most were placed in clay containing a very high chalk content; the post-holes
are generally circular, indicating that whole trunks were used, i.e. sapwood as well as
heartwood; they are smaller than those at Durrington Walls; and most of them were
free-standing, rather than being incorporated, and thus protected, within roofed
buildings. If the posts had an average diameter of25cm (this allows for some packing
material around them, as the average diameter of the post-holes is c.0.3m), this
formula gives a maximum life of 75 years, although their actual life is almost certain
to have been less.

During the Late Bronze Age/Iron Age period, grain production formed the basis for
the economy, although cattle and sheep were still very important (Cunliffe 1978, 178,
185). Despite the paucity of environmental evidence associated with the prehistoric
features at Chilton, evidence of cereal processing was found in samples from the
enclosure ditch 0006, plus possible granaries, and pits containing burnt flints, possibly
used for drying grain; while 'large mammal' and cow bones dominated the bone
assemblage, which also strongly indicated that butchery took place on the site. As
well as their value as meat and milk-producers, cattle would have been used as
draught animals for ploughs and carts, and as pack animals (Cunliffe 1978, 184;
Burgess 1980,282). For these reasons, the tendency would have been to keep animals
until maturity, and again the bone assemblage at Chilton supports this, with only 5%
of the total being from immature animals.

The linear arrangements of post-holes, and the large blank areas between features also
point to methods of animal management and husbandry on the site. Although it is
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unlikely that animals were kept within the enclosure all year round, at certain times of
year it would have been necessary to bring the herds or flocks together for sorting.

Most references to prehistoric trackways mention hollowed roads (Cunliffe 1978, 14),
sunken ways (Burgess 1980,284) and the wooden trackways of the Somerset Levels.
Generally little is known about transportation in the late prehistoric period, other than
rare finds ofwooden wheels from Europe, dating from the Third Millennium onwards.
The first evidence for wheeled vehicles in Britain dates from c.900 BC (Burgess 1980,
281), and takes the form of harness equipment and bronze fittings. The trackway
0084 at Chilton clearly shows that wheeled vehicles were used during the prehistoric
occupation of the site, with the ruts giving a minimum axle length of c.lm. Such
vehicles were most likely to be pulled by oxen, as they are more durable and steady, 111· k)
particularly over rough ground, and until the development of the horse collar in the ckPt"-G' '
medieval period, the horse could not be harnessed efficiently as a draught animal /"
(Burgess 1980, 282). Few references to other wheel ruts could be found, although
some can be seen clearly in a plate showing the corridor approach to the eastern
entrance of the hillfort at Danebury, Hampshire (Cunliffe, 1978, plate 5).

The major difference between Chilton and other settlements of this date is that the
molluscan assemblage from the enclosure ditch 0006 clearly shows that it was located
in a wooded area from the time it was first opened (Fig.31). Generally, enclosed
settlements of this period have been found to be located in open environments, as at
Barnham, Suffolk (Martin 1993, 18), with woodland molluscs often only being
recorded when secondary woodland or scrub develops, after the enclosures have fallen
out of use e.g. at Hunstanton, Norfolk (Bradley et a11993, 68).

The Late Saxon/Early Medieval evidence
Other than a scatter of pits, some of which may have had an industrial rather than
domestic function, the majority of the positively identified features from this period
were the post-holes which formed the two-roomed rectangular building in the south
eastern area of the site (PG 0376). Very similar buildings, in size as well as form,
have been recorded throughout East Anglia, for example at West Stow, Suffolk (West
1985), and Spong Hill, Norfolk (Rickett 1995); as well as further afield, e.g. at
Southampton (Morton 1992, 41). Unlike many of these buildings, no evidence for a
hearth within the structure was identified. This may be because the hearth did not
survive, or it may indicate that the building had a non-domestic use, i.e. it may have
housed cattle.

Whatever the function of the Late Saxon/Early Medieval features, they appear to
indicate the northwestern limits of the first settlement around the church at Chilton,
which was recorded in the Domesday Book.
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CONCLUSION

Despite the fact that many of the features were in a poor state of preservation, having
been badly eroded, probably by relatively recent farming techniques, the excavations
revealed that a late prehistoric settlement, which generally appears to be fairly typical
in terms ofknown settlement types and economies of this period, was located here;
the major difference being that it was established in a wooded environment rather than
open country.
After this phase, there appears to have been no further occupation until the Late
Saxon/Early Medieval period, probably when the first church at Chilton was
established.

Finally, this site has important implications with regard to future work in advance of
development in Suffolk. Prior to the initial trenching work on the site, and despite the
size and extent of the main enclosure ditch 0006, there was no evidence for it on aerial
photographs, although the smaller medieval trackway ditches and associated field
boundaries were identified; while the only indication of prehistoric activity was a
scatter of worked flint and two sherds of prehistoric pottery, i.e. even such minimal
evidence can indicate significant archaeological deposits.
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Figure 31 Mollusc assemblage compositions
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APPENDIX I

SUFFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SERVICE - CONSERVATION TEAM

Brief and Specification for an Archaeological Excavation

COUNTY FARM, CHILTON
(land adjoining Churchfield Road)

Background

A development proposal has been made regarding land off Churchfield Road, Chilton.

In order to establish the full archaeological implications of this development, an
Archaeological Evaluation was carried out on the site by the Field Projects Team of
the Archaeological Service, Suffolk County Council, in 1996 (Report No 96/76).

The Evaluation indicates that an Iron Age ditch encloses an area of Iron Age and Late
Saxon settlement, in the SW corner of the development area. This area of
archaeological importance is indicated in red on the accompanying map will need full
archaeological excavation before development takes place. In addition a watching
brief will be required on the subsequent development.

All arrangements for the excavation, the timing of the work and access to the site, are
to be negotiated with the commissioning body.

Brief for Archaeological Excavation

In the area where the Archaeological Evaluation has demonstrated the presence of
archaeological features (area marked in red on the accompanying map), an
archaeological excavation, as specified in Section 3, will be needed prior to
development. Initially, 10m wide corridors may be left unexcavated where power
cables cross the site, however these may subsequently need to be excavated if they
appear likely to contain significant archaeological features or deposits.

The main academic objective will be to elucidate the nature and significance of the
Iron Age and Late Saxon settlements.

Specification for the Archaeological Excavation

The excavation methodology is to' be agreed in detail before the project commences,
certain minimum criteria will be required:

Fully excavate all features which are, or could be interpreted as, structural.

All other features should be sufficiently examined to establish, where possible, their
date and function. For guidance:

a. A minimum of 50% of the fills of the general features should be
excavated.

b. Between 10% and 20% of the fills of substantial linear features (ditches
etc) should be excavated, the samples should be representative of the
available length of the feature and should take into account any variations
in the shape or fill of the feature and any concentrations of artefacts. Any
variations from this recommendation will need to be agreed with the
Conservation Team.
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3.3 Collect and prepare environmental samples (by sieving or flotation as appropriate). A
general policy on environmental remains, including sampling strategy and processing,
is to be agreed with the Regional Environmentalist before the commencement of site
work.

3.4 A finds recovery policy is to be agreed before the project commences. It is anticipated
that at least 50% of all occupation deposits will be sieved. Use of a metal detector will
form an essential part of finds recovery. -

3.5 All finds will be collected and processed. No discard policy will be considered until
the whole body of finds has been evaluated.

3.6 All ceramic, bone and stone artefacts to be cleaned and processed concurrently with
the excavation to allow immediate evaluation and input in decision making.

3.7 Metal artefacts to be stored and managed on site in accordance with UK Institute of
Conservators Guidelines, and evaluated for significant dating and cultural implications
before despatch to a conservation laboratory within 4 weeks of excavation.

3.8 Plans of the archaeological features on the site should be drawn at 1:20 or 1:50,
depending on the complexity of the data to be recorded. Sections should be drawn at
1:10 or 1:20 again depending on the complexity to be recorded. Any variations from
this will need to be agreed with the Conservation Team.

3.9 A photographic record of the work is to be made, consisting of both monochrome
photographs and colour transparencies.

4. General Management

4.1 A timetable for all stages of the project must be agreed before the first stage of work
commences, including monitoring by the Conservation Team of Suffolk County
Council Archaeological Service.

4.2 The composition of the project staff must be detailed and agreed (this is to include any
sub-contractors) .

4.3 A general Health and Safety Policy must be provided, with detailed risk assessment
and management strategy for this particular site.

4.4 No initial survey to detect public utility or other services has taken place. The
responsibility for this rests with the archaeological contractor.

4.5 The Institute of Field Archaeologist Standard and Guidance for Archaeological
Excavations should be used for additional guidance in the execution of the project and
in drawing up the report.

5. Report requirements

5.1 An archive of all records and finds to be prepared consistent with the principle of
Management ofArchaeological Projects, English Heritage 1991 (particularly
Appendix 3 and Appendix 4).

5.2 The data recording methods and conventions used must be consistent with, and
approved by, the County Sites and Monuments Record.

5.3 The objective account of the archaeological evidence must be clearly distinguished
from its archaeological interpretation.
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This brief and specification remains valid for 12 months from the above date. If
work is not carried out in full within that time this document will lapse; the
authority should be notified and a revised brief and specification may be issued.

5.4 An opinion as to the potential and necessity for further analysis of the excavation data
beyond the archive stage, and the suggested requirement for publication. Further
analysis will not be embarked upon until the primary fieldwork results are assessed
and the need for further work is established. Analysis and publication can be neither
developed in detail or costed at this stage.

5.5 An important element of the report will be a description of the methodology.

5.6 The site archive should be deposited with the County Sites and Monuments Record
within 12 months of the completion of work. It will then become publicly accessible.
Finds should be appropriately conserved and stored [in accordance with UK Institute
of Conservators Guidelines]. Every effort should be made to get the agreement of the
landowner/developer to the deposition of the finds with the County SMR as an
indissoluble part of the site archive.

5.7 Where positive conclusions are drawn from a project (whether it be evaluation or
excavation) a summary report, in the established format, suitable for inclusion in the
annual 'Archaeology in Suffolk' section of the Proceedings of the Suffolk Institute for
Archaeology, should be prepared and included in the project report .

5.8 County Sites and Monuments Record sheets should be completed, as per the county
SMR manual, for all sites where archaeological finds and/or features are located.
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Specification by: E Martin

Suffolk County Council
Archaeological Service Conservation Team
Environment and Transport Department
Shire Hall
Bury St Edmunds
Suffolk IP33 2AR

Date: 17 April 1997 Reference: chilton04
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O.P. Feature Component Identifier Modidate Location Soil Type Description Finds

1 0001 0001 finds
Topsoil - dark brown clay IUnstratltleCl nnos trom whole area, y

loam including metal detected finds

2 0002 0001 finds Tr1 - Unstratified finds from Tr. 1 y

3 0003 ODD?? Ditch Tr1 Mid-dark brown silty clay I::;nallow rntcn/stot In rr, 1, possible y
continuation of ODD??

4 UUU4 posthOle Tr1 mid brown silty clay I::::inallow postnote at 91?m In tr. 1 N

5 0005 Ditch Tr2
miCl orange brown silty I::::mallow mtcn t::-W orientation, was not

Nclay identified in any other trenches
Dark brown silty clay,

Tr2,3, many charcoal but few Large deep V-shaped ditch first identified
6 0006 0006 Ditch lA 4,6,7,8, chalk flecks; mid orange NW of 0005, further trenches opened to y

9, 10, 11 brown silty clay, many determine its alignment
chalk flecks & lumps

7 0007 0007 Ditch I.A. Tr2 C1ark brown silty clay uncn NW ot ouos, on line with 0003 y

8 0008 t-'ostnole I.A. IrL aafKl:)rown Silty Clay sneuow postnoie y

9 0009 l::SOrehole? Modern Tr2 dark brown cTayToam MoClern borehole towaros Northwest end y
S-preaCl of material NW OT UUU~. contams

Mid orange brown silty many charcoal flecks, and bone and tile
10 0010 0015 Ditch Med.? Tr2 I/brick recovered. machineexcavated to Yclay

depth of 1m below topsoil, so no further
excavation undertaken

aafKl:)rown Silty clay,
11 0011 Pit lA? Tr3 many chalk flecks & Large pit-like feature at SE end y

lumps
miCorange brown silty t.arqe oucn NW OT UO", IClentitleCl as

12 0012 Ditch ed/post-M Tr3 clay, many chalk flecks & western ditch of double ditch feature y
ed lumps identified from cropmarks

Mid orange brown silty t.arqe oitcn NW of 0012, identifiedas
eastern ditch of double ditched feature

13 0013 Ditch ed/post-M Tr3, 13 clay, high proportionof
identifiedfrom cropmarks. Continued in

y
ed chalk lumps & flecks

Tr13
Dark brown silty clay, few

14 0014 0006 Ditch lA Tr4
chalk flecks; mid orange Large V-shapedditch, possibly y
brown silty clay, many continuation of 0006.
chalk flecks & lumps

APPENDIX 11 - LIST OF OP NUMBERS
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C.P. Feature Component Identifier Modidate Location Soil Type Description Finds

orange brown silty clay,
Large ditch seen at Wend, continuation ofoccasional small flints

15 0015 0015 Ditch Med.? Tr5
and stones, some chalk

ditch seen in Tr. 3 and Tr. 2. Not fully N

flecks
excavated due to depth

16 0016 Posthole Tr4
[dark brown silty clay; mid

small shallow posthole NW of 0017 Norange brown clay

17 0017 Posthole Tr4
mid orangeorown clay,

shallow posthole , east of 0016 Nsome charcoal flecks
snanow ditch-like feature, with land drains

18 0018 0084 Ditch lA Tr12 mid brown stony clay cutting/running up either side. Part of field Y
drainage system? Part of trackway 0084

19 0019 Posthole Tr7
brown Silty clay, some small postnoie, no other associated y

chalk flecks eatures identified within trench
Dark brown silty day

20 0020 Pit/ditch Tr7
loam, no chalk flecks; mid Pit or butt end of small ditch immediately

Norange brown silty clay, south of and adjacent to 0006
some chalk flecks

21 0021 0001 finds Tr9 - unstratmed finds from VICInity or lA cucn y
(0006)

22 0022 0006 finds I.A. Tr9 - flnds from lA ditch in Tr9 y

23 0023 finds med. Tr10 - pot trom Junction between base of subsoil y
and top of lA ditch

24 0024 0006 Ditch I.A. Tr11 dark brown silty clay
arge oucn seen In I n 1, continuation Of y
0006

25 0025 0001 finds Tr2 - unstratified finds from Tr2 y

26 0026 0001 finds Tr3 - unstratified finds from Tr3 Y

orange brown silty clay
ditch identltleo In I r. s, unexcavated due

27 0027 Ditch Tr9 loam, some chalk flecks
o time constraints; alignment suggests

N
and stones, few flints

hat it probably forms part of the medieval
geld system.

28 0028 0006 Ditch lA Tr3 dark brown silty clay
arge cncn seen In I r3, contmuanon of

N0006, badly disturbed by a land-drain

APPENDIX 11 - LIST OF OP NUMBERS
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orange orown Sllty clay I

~eep feature identified at NW end of 3 -
0029 0015 Ditch Tr3

occasional small flints
N29 and stones, some chalk continuatlon of 0015

flecks

30 0030 0030 0385 P-hole cut lA Tr15 shallow post-hole near east edge of tr15 N

31 0031 0030 0385 P-hole fill Tr15 Dark brown silty clay Fill of 0030 y

32 0032 0032 0385 P-hole cut I.A. Tr15 post-hole/small pit west of 0030 N

33 0033 0032 0385 P-hole fill Tr15 Dark brown silty clay Fill of 0032 N

34 0034 0034 0385 P-hole cut lA Tr15 Small deep post hole NW of 0032 N

35 0035 0034 ·0385 P-hole fill Tr15 Dark brown silty clay Fill of 0034 N

36 0036 0036 0385 P-hole cut I.A. Tr15 Post hole NE of 0034 N

37 0037 0036 0385 P-hole fill Tr15 Dark brown silty clay Fill of 0036 N

0038 0038 Pit cut
L.Saxon/

Tr15 Large pit north of 0036 N38 E.Med

39 0039 0038 Pit fill Tr15 Mid brown silty clay Fill of 0038 y

40 0040 0040 0385 P-hole cut lA Tr15 Post hole SW of 0036 & NE of 0034 N

41 0041 0040 0385 P-hole fill Tr15 Dark brown silty clay ~~~~0040 ~:. ~~~. ~.J~~ ~&
N

42 0042 0042 Pit cut lA Tr15 Tr1fi
..,

N

43 0043 0042 Pit fill Tr15 Dark brown silty clay Fill of 0042 y

44 0044 0044 P-hole cut lA Tr15 Small post hole near Wedge of Tr15 N

45 0045 0044 P-hole fill Tr15 Dark brown silty clay Fill of 0044 y

46 0046 0046 P-hole cut lA Tr15 Possible posthole near N edge of Tr15 N

47 0047 0046 P-hole fill Tr15 Dark brown silty clay III of 0046 N

48 0048 0048 P-hole cut lA Tr15 small posthole E of 0046 N

49 0049 0048 P-hole fill Tr15 Dark brown silty clay III of 0048 N

50 0050 0050 0385 P-hole cut lA Tr15 small shallow posthole in Tr15 N

51 0051 0050 0385 P-hole fill Tr15 Dark brown silty clay III of 0050 N

52 0052 0052 0385 P-hole cut lA Tr15 post hole NW of 0050 N

53 0053 0052 0385 P-hole fill Tr15 Dark red-brown silty clay III of 0052 N

54 0054 0054 P-hole cut lA Tr15 post hole near S edge of Tr15 N
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55 0055 0054 P-hole fill Tr15 Dark brown silty clay ~II of 0054 y

56 0056 0056 P-hole cut lA Tr15 N

57 0057 0056 P-hole fill Tr15 Dark brown silty clay ~II of 0056 N

Silty clay, varying from
I::>ectlon across large SW-NE ditch 0015;

58 0058 0058 0015 Ditch Med Tr17 grey-brown to
asymmetrical, southern edge steeper than y

orange-brown
northern; finds recovered - probably not
natural

59 0059 0059 Ditch cut Med Tr20 N/A
mear feature approx. parallel-to

NWaldringfield Road

60 0060 0059 Ditch fill Tr20
Mid orange brown silty

~II of half section of 0059 y
clay

61 0061 0059 Ditch fill Tr20
Mid orangebrown sillY

~II of half section of 0059 Nclay

Ditch
rruc-oark brown silty clay

Section across ditch running approx.
62 0062 0006

section
V14N15 - varying amounts of

NW-SE
y

chalk flecks and lumps

Ditch
grey orange sillY clay,

small shallow ditch running approx. N-S in
63 0063 section

W14 very few stones or coarse
E corner of site

y
components

id grey brown Silty clay-
wide shallow feature running approx. E-W

Ditch lower fill of large gravel
64 0064 0084 section

T15
forming a metalled

across site, with parallel gullies/cuts along Y

surface
either side

mid grey brown silty clay,
upper fill of ditch section across main

65 0065 0400 0006 Ditch fill R18 occasional rounded y
stones and chalk flecks

enclosure ditch

mid orange brown Silty
Lower fill of section across main enclosure

66 0066 0400 0006 Ditch fill R18 clay I high conc. of chalk
ditch

y
flecks

67 UUof P-hOle U18 brown clayey loam

68 UU08 P-hole U18 dark brown silty clay

69 0069 -p:ffole Q18 mid brown clay silt

70 0070 P-hole R18 mid brown silty clay

71 0071 P-hole ::>10 midl5rown day snauow post noie N

72 UUfL P-hole S16 mid brown clay snauow post noie Y
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73 0073 i--noie Sl7 mid brown clay snanow post note N
74 0074 l-'-hOle o1f rruo crown clay snauow post noie N
75 0075 l-'-hOle 11f rmo crown clay snauow post note N
76 0076 l-'-hOle 11f rrud crown clay snauow post note N
77 0077 l-'-hOle I'{1l:S rruo grey crown Sllty Clay small shallow post hole N
78 0078 l-'-hOle I'{1l:S rmc grey SlIty Clay small shallow post hole N

'V' snapeo cncn With narrow tlattish case
79 0079 0079 Ditch 021 N/A close to northern limit of site, running

approx. NW-SE before turning towards NE

Ditch
rruo grey crown slIty clay,

80 0080 0079 section
021 high concentration of As 0079 N

small chalk lumps

Ditch
mid grey brown suty clay,

As 007981 0081 0079 section
P21 high concentration of y

small chalk lumps

82 0082 Finds N/A N/A
Unstratified metal detector TInOS rrom 1ss I y
excavation

83 0083 0079
Ditch

Q21 mid brown silty clay
IAcross oucn uu I'd Where It runs approx.

Nsection N-S off site
IWloe snauow linear teature With two ruts

84 0084 0084 Track Various N/A
down either side - probable trackway
r"vhich runs through 'entrance' in enclosure
ditch

85 UUl:So 0084 Finds N/A N/A II-InOS rrorn SUrfaceor UUl:S4 y

Ditch
rmo crown Sllty clay;

86 0086 0084 section
P17 gravel layer with silt y

matrix
rruo crown silty clay, very

87 0087 0090 pit fill M19 few coarse components op layer of 0090 y
other than finds

dark red burnt ClayWith

88 0088 0090 pit fill M19 any small white (chalk?) burnt clay layer below 0087 in pit 0090 y
flecks
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Burnt black silty clay

89 0089 0090 pit fill M19
below 0088 & 0087, few burnt black layer below red burnt clay in y

coarse components other pit 0090
than finds

90 0090 0090 pit M19 N/A SUb circular PitWith gently sloping sides -
several fills including burnt clay patch

91 0091 p-Mle 020 IDan<grey brown silty clay small post note

92 0092 p-hole 020 IDan<grey brown silty clay small snauow post note
orangecrown silty clay

93 0093 P-hole P21 with small amount of small circular post hole N
charcoal

94 0094 l-'-nOle K15 aafKl:)rown clay small sub circular post noie N
95 UU9b i--ncie Q16 mid brown cTay small sub circular post noiev very snauow N
96 UU95 0096 Pit ...., ......, ...... N/A Square deep pit near nortnern eage at site

97 umu 0096 Pit fill ...., ......, ...... mid brown silty clay III at Pit 0096 Y
mid brown yellow clay;

98 0098 0090 Pit fill M19 chalk lumps & flints, Bottom fill of 0090 below 0089
some burnt

99 0099 p-Mle Q15 mid brown clay snauow post nole

100 0100 p-hole P15 mraDrown clay & chalk very snauow small post note N

101 0101 P-hole P14
orange brown cTay~

small post hole Ncharcoal

102 0102 0382 P-hole 016 mid brown clay small post note N
103 0103 0382 P-hole 016 mid-dark brown clay small post note/stack note east of 0102 N
104 U1U4 0380 P-hole 016 mid brown clay & chalk deep post hale north of 0103 N

105 0105 0380 P-hole 016
mid brown clay, chalk &

small deep post hole NW of 0104
charcoal flecks

106 0106 P-hole 016
mid brown clay, chalk

shallow post hole Nof 0105 Nflecks & burnt flints

107 0107 0381 p-hole 016 aark brown clay post noteNI: at U1U9

108 0108 0381 p-Mle 016 mid brown clay post nole N at U1Uf N

109 0109 0381 P-hole 016
light brown clay, some y

chalk flecks

110 0110 0381 p-Mle 016 mid brown clay post noie N at U1UB

111 Ulll 0380 p-hole N17 dark brown clay deep post note N
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112 0112 03BO I-'-hole N16 mid-dark brown clay small deep post hole SE of 0111

113 0113 03Bl i--noie N16 mid brown cTay post hole NW of U1 U~ Y
114 0114 037B l-'-hOle N16 midorown cTay small post hole west or Ulll N

115 0115 l-'-hOle N16 miCfOrown clay Post hole west or Ul14 N

116 0116 0382 l-'-hOle 017 miCfOrown clay small post hale east or 011 f N

117 0117 0379 p-hole N17 red brown clay possible Shallow post hale west Of0116

118 0118 P-hole R14 dark brown clay ci~ularshallowposthole

119 0119 P-hole 016 mid-dark brown clay snauow post hale Ne or 0106 y

120 0120 0382 P-hole 016 mid brown clay small snauow post hale NE of 0103 Y
121 0121 0379 p-hOle 017 mid brown clay post noteNNe or 010B N

122 0122 P-hofe 017
mfcJlfrown clay, many

shallow post hole N of 0119 Yburnt flints

123 0123 P-hOle 017 mid brown clay & flints post hole NNW or 0122

124 0124 0401 0006 Ditch fill N20 dark brown clay silt
Top layer or Till In enclosure cncn at y
urning point

125 Ul~b P-hole N17 mid brown clay post hale NNW of 0111

126 U1~0 0382 P-hole N17 mid brown clay small snauow POSSible post hole N
127 U1U P-hOle N16 mid brown clay small post hale W or 0114 N

128 0128 0381 P-hole N16 mid brown clay post note ';:3W or 011z N
129 0129 0382 P-hOle N16 miCf1)rown clay snauow post note svv or Ul13 N

130 0130 P-hole P17
mid brown clay with some

shallow post hole NE of 0119 y
chalk

131 0131 0381 P-hole N16 red brown clay
POSSible small Shallow post hale NW of

N0113

132 0132 0378 P-hole N17
mid brown clay, few chalk

small shallow post hole WNWof 0126
flecks

133 0133 0378 P-hole N17 dark brown clay post hale NW or 013~

134 U134 0380 P-hole N17 dark brown clay post hale N or 0133

135 U13b 0378 P-hole N17 dark brown clay post noie ';:3W of 0134

136 0130 03fB P-hole M17 mid brown cTay post noteNW of 0134 N

137 0137 037B i--noie M17 mid':darJ<l:)rown clay post hole SE of U131:S N

138 0138 0378 p-hOle M17 miC brown clay post hole NW or U13f N

139 0139 P-hOle M16 mid brown clay post hale ';:3W ot 0130 N
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grey brown silty clay,
section across corner of ditch - fill below

140 0140 0401 0006 Ditch fill N20 frequent chalk lumps and
0124

y
flecks

141 U141 0374 i--noie N1f rmo Drown grey Slitv clay N
142 U14~ 0379 t-'-hole N1 f rmo grey Drown Slitv clay Shallowpost hale N
143 U14j 0374 t-'-hole N1f rmc grey Drown Slit Clay Shallowpost hale N
144 U144 0374 t-'-hole N1f rruo grey Drown Slit clay Shallowpost hale N
145 U140 0379 t-'-nole N1f rruo grey brown Slit Clay Shallowpost note N
146 U140 0374 t-'-hole Nl f rruo grey brown Slit Clay N

147 0147 0378 P-hole M17
mm brown Clay & tew

pebbles

148 0148 P-hole M17
dark Drown clay, some

chalk flecks

149 0149 P-hole M17 rrud brown clay, pebbles
& chalk flecks

150 UlbU Ujf4 P-hole M18 mid brown Clay
rrud -dark brown Clay,

151 0151 0374 P-hole M18 pebbles, burnt flint &
chalk flecks

152 0152 P-hole M17 rmo brown clay & chalk
flecks

153 0153 0378 P-hole M17
carx brown Clay pebbles

& chalk flecks

154 0154 pit T14
mid-dark Drown SlIty clay, y

chalk flecks & pebbles

155 0155 0374 P-hole N17
rrud brown Clay & chalk

lumps

156 0156 0382 P-hole 017
rmo brown clay & Chalk

flecks

157 0157 P-hole 017
rruo Drown clay & cnauc

flecks

158 0158 P-hole M17
mid brown clay & chalk

flecks & lumps

159 0159 0374 P-hole M17
mid brown clay & large
chalk lumps & flecks
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160 0160 P-hole M17
rruo brown clay & cnanc

flecks

161 0161 0378? P-hole M17
ligm Drown clay & cnauc

lumps

162 0162 0378 P-hole L17
rmo brown Clay & cnauc

lumps & flecks

163 0163 0374 P-hole L18
Charcoal neckeo grey Slit

clay & charcoal lumps

164 0164 0378 P-hole L17
rmo brown Clay, cnaik

lumps & flecks

165 0165 0375 P-hole K18
IIgm brown clay & cnaik

flecks

166 0166 P-hole N15 dark brown Clay

167 0167 i--noie N10 oarx brown Clay

168 0168 P-hole N15
carx brown Clay &

pebbles

169 0169 p-hOle P10 dark brown Clay

170 0170 P-hOle U10 carx brown Clay

171 0171 p-hole U10 carx Drown clay

172 0172 p-hOle Q14 dark brown clay

173 U1f;:S P-hole U14 rrud brown Clay

174 0174 P-hole U15 dark brown Clay

175 U1fo 0373 P-hole N15 rntd-dark brown Clay Y
176 U1fo 0373 P-hole N15 dark brown Clay

177· U1ff 0373 P-hole M15 dark brown Clay Y*

178 U1ft:! 0373 p-nole N15 darx brown Clay

179 U1f~ 0378 P-hole L18 dark brown Clay

180 0180 0375 P-hole L18
Mid brown silty clay; a

few chalk flecks

181 0181 P-hOle M18
MICl orange brown Sllty

clay

182 0182 0373 p-hOle M10 rmo brown SlIty Clay

183 0183 0373 P-hole M15
rrud-dark orange brown

clay
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184 0184 0373 P-hole M14
Mid orange brown clay;

Ycharcoal flecks

185 0185 P-hole 015
mid brown orange clay,

many charcoal flecks

186 0186 P-hole 015
mid orangeb-rown Cfay

with a few charcoal flecks

187 0187 P-hole P15
mid orange brown silty

clay

188 0188 P-hole N15
mid orange brown sanay

clay

189 01B9 p-hole N14 mid brown clay

190 0190 0373 p-hOle N14 dark brown clay Y*

191 0191 0378/0375 P-hole L18
mid orange brown silty

clay

192 UHJ:l 037B P-hole L18 mid-dark brown srnycTay N

193 0193 0374 P-hole L18/M18
mid orange brown srny

Nclay; chalk flecks

194 0194 0378 P-hole L18
miC orangecrown silty

Nclay

195 0195 0378 l-'-hOle K1B mid-dark brown silty clay N

196 0196 0378 P-hole K18
mid orange brown srny

Nclay

197 0197 0378 P-hole K18
mid orange brown silty

Nclay

198 0198 0375 P-hole K17
mid orangeDrown silty

Nclay, few chalk flecks

199 0199 0375 P-hole K17 mid brown silty clay N
miC orangeDrown silty

200 0200 0375 P-hole K17 clay, moderate amount of N
chalk flecks

201 0201 0375 P-hole K17
mid yellow brown silty

Nclay

202 0202 l-'-hOle L16 mid brown silty clay N
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rruo brown SlIty clay,

0203 P-hole M18
mottledwith mid brown

N203 yellow clay, few chalk
flecks

204 0204 l-"-nOle . 1-"10 dark brown SlIty clay N
205 0205 U31:i:l i--noie N10 dark brown SlIty clay I~ OT U1Ll:S N

206 0206 P-hole S12
cnarcoaiy rmo grey SlIty amy aeep post noie near N eage or y

clay southernsite
207 ULUf Pit 112 rrud grey Clay silt smamsn Pit, deep With steep sides y

208 ULUl:S Pit 112 rmd brown grey SlIty Clay snauow Pit N
209 ULUl::I p-nole 112 rmo grey Clay Slit post note to N of 0207 & 0208 Y

210 0210 P-hole T12
rruo grey cnarcoauy SlIty y

clay
211 UL11 P-hole T12 [dark grey brown Silty Clay cut by 0212 Y
212 UL1L p-nole 112 dark brown Sllty Clay N
213 0213 Pit 11U mid grey clay Slit snauow Pit- tamy modern? y

!::Surnt clay & cnarcoai np
214 0214 pit T12 over light-mid brown o NE of 0211/0212. y

unburnt soil
215 U210 I-"-hole M15 mid brown silty clay small shallow post note N at UL10

216 0216 P-hole M15
dark brown Sllty clay &

large post hole S of 0215 Nsmall stones

217 U21f I-"-hole N14/N15 dark brown silty clay ISmall shallow post note Nt: OT U1l:Sl::I

218 U21l:S 0218 UU1J Ultch M14 N/A Pitch W-E orientated

mid-dark brown clay with ISection througn oucn UL1l:S Till to s sioe
219 0219 0218 0013 Ditch fill M14

chalk lumps & flecks
~ith land drain cutting. finds mostly Y
modern

220 0220 0218 0013 Ditch fill M14
rnid-liqht brown clay Wltn III OT oucn UL1l:S, uncontarmnated nnos y

less chalk north fill

221 ULL1 P-hole U12 light grey clay silt N

222 0222 P-hole U12
light grey orange brown

Nclay silt

223 ULLJ P-hole T12 mid grey brown Silty Clay shallow p-note Y
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Dark brown loam with
S-ection through prooame road or

224 0224 0084 ditch fill N18
some gravel

rackway. Parallel ruts at either side. y
loamy layer overlies gravel & clay

flint gravel with clayey

225 0225 0084 ditch fill N18
loam matrix, ave. gravel layer overlying clay natural. Infills y
diameter of gravel ruts at edges of feature.

0.02-0.03m

226 0226 0401 0006 Ditch fill N20 mid brown dirty clay
section across corner OT oucn Till belOW y
0140

227 0227 P-hole ~12 dark Drown Silty clay elongated post note close to 0207 & 0208 Y

228 0228 0376 P-hole 08
dark Drown silty clay & y

few chalk flecks

0229
dark Drown silty clay, plus

229 0376 P-hole 08 stones, charcoal & chalk N of 0228 y
flecks

230 0230 0376 P-hole 08
mid brown silty Clay &

between 0229 & 0231 Nsome charcoal flecks

231 0231 0376 P-hole 08
mid brown silty clay &

immediately adjacent to 0230 Nsome charcoal flecks

232 0232 P-hole 09
mid brown silly Clay, p1us

Nstones & charcoal flecks

233 0233 0376 "P-hole Q8 mid brown sillY c1ay N
ldark brown sillY Clay, plus

234 0234 0376 P-hole 08 daub, charcoal & chalk y
flecks

235 0235 0376 P-hole 08
DarK Drown silty clay & y

few charcoal flecks

236 0236 0376 P-hole 08
Dark brown silW day~ y.

chalk flecks

237 0237 0376 P-hole 08
dark brown silty clay.

Nchalk & charcoal flecks

238 0238 0376 P-hole 08
dark brown silty clay,

Npebbles & chalk flecks

239 0239 0376 P-hole UB mid brown silty clay N

240 0240 0376 P-hole 09
mid brown silty clay &

Nchalk flecks
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241 0241 0376 t-'-nOle t-'tl oarx brown Sllty clay N

242 0242 0376 P-hole P8
rrud brown SlIty clay & tew

Ychalk flecks

243 0243 03(0 t-'-nole P8 carx brown SlIty clay Y*

244 0244 Pit P9/P10 dark grey silty clay rectangular pit- steep sioec, nat base-
Ypot & bone, and 1004

245 0245 0376 P-hole Q8 mid brown Slily clay & small snauow post noie approx. s, ana In
Ncharcoal line with 0228 & 0229

246 0246 0387 P-hole Q7 rmd grey brown SlIty Clay
N& chalk lumps & flecks

247 0247 0387 P-hole Q7 mid grey brown silty clay;
Ncharcoal & chalk flecks

248 0248 0387 P-hole Q7 oarx brown SlIty clay;
Ncharcoal flecks & pebbles

249 0249 0387 t-'-nole U( dark brown SlIty Clay N

250 0250 0266 0006 Ditch fill K19 IIgnt brown SlitClay, upper till In butt end of ditcn 0006, to N or
Ypebbles & chalk flecks main entrance

dark Clay & mucn
251 0251 0266 0006 Ditch fill K19 charcoal, pebbles & chalk middle fill in Northern butt end of 0006 Y

flecks
dark brown slIty clay;

steep sided, deep pit (not bottomed) -
252 0252 Pit T121T13 daub lumps, pebbles,

possibly cut by 0214 Y
chalk & charcoal flecks

253 0~b3 0084 Finds N/A inds trom surrace or roaa 00tl4 y

254 0254 0254 P-hole L20
red brown burnt clay & small post note cutting enclosure cncn

charcoal near butt end

255 0255 0376 t-'-nOle t-'tl rmo brown SlIty Clay aojacent to 0243, In line witn 0243 & U~4~

arKgrey brown SlIty Clay;

256 0256 Pit Q7 chalk, charcoal & daub pit close to E edge of site y
lumps & flecks

rmo brown SlIty clay,
257 0257 0387 P-hole Q7 some pebbles & charcoal Y

flecks

258 U~btl 0387 . p-nole t-'7 mid brown SlIty clay y
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259 0259 0387 P-hole P7
dark Drown SlIty clay &

Npebbles

260 0250 o;;s~ f i--nore P7 mid brown silty clay snauow post noierpu N
dark brown silty clay,

261 0261 Pit P6 pebbles & chalk & y
charcoal flecks

carx Drown Sllty sand,

262 0262 Pit P6 pebbles & chalk & N
charcoal flecks

Ditch
carx Drown Sllty clay;

Ditch immediately adjacent to 0264 -
263 0263

section
P6 pebbles, chalk & charcoal

relationship unclear
y

lumps & flecks
dark Drown Slily clay;

264 0264 Pit P6 pebbles & chalk lumps & Pit immediately adjacent to 0263 y
flecks

rmo brown clay, pebbles
lowest layer within northern butt end of

265 0265 0266 0006 ditch fill K19 & chalk flecks, some y
charcoal flecks

enclosure ditch

266 0266 0266 0006 cncn K1~ N/A INortnern butt ena Ofenclosure oncn
dark Drown suty clay;

267 0267 Pit P5 pebbles, chalk & charcoal Pit in SE corner of excavation y
lumps & flecks

dark brown silty clay;

268 0268 Pit 05 pebbles, chalk & charcoal Pit in SE corner of site y
lumps & flecks

269 025~ I-'-nole K17 mid brown silty clay N

270 0270 P-hole K17
dark brown Slily clay &

Nchalk lumps

271 0271 ,0375 P-hole K16
rmo Drown sllty clay &

Nchalk lumps

272 0272 ' 0375 p-nole K15 rmo Drown Sllty clay N

273 0273 0375 P-hole K16
rnto Drown silty clay &

Nsome gravel

274 OU4 U;;Sfo p-nole K16 mid brown silty clay N

275 0275 U;;Sfo l-'-nOle K1ti rruo Drown Sllty clay N
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276 0276 P-hole K17
miCfl:)rown sTItY cTay~

Nchalk lumps

277 0277 ,",-hole K17 mid brown silty clay N

278 0278 P-hole K17 dark brown silty clay N

279 0279 P-hole K17 mid brown silty clay N
, dark brown silty clay;

Upper fill of butt end on S side of main
280 0280 0282 0006 Ditch fill J18 stones, pebbles, charcoal Y

& chalk lumps & flecks
enclosure entrance

281 0281 0282 0006 Ditch fill J18
ellow clay & chalKTumpslL.ower fill of butt ena to ~ or main

Y& flecks enclosure entrance

282 0282 0282 0006
Ditch

J18 N/A Butt end on S side of main entrance
section

283 0283 i--nore K17 light brown sillYcTay Y

284 0284 0284 0012 Ditch 115 N/A
Ditch W-E In orientation cutting oounaary
ditch

Ditch
micorown sillY cTay;

Section through ditch 0284 where it cuts
285 0285 0284 section

115 stones, pebbles, chalk
boundary ditch Y

lumps & flecks

286 0286 0006
Ditch

115
dark brown silty clay &

Fill of boundary ditch cut by 0284 Ysection pebbles

287 0287 0376 P-hole Q8
black brown silty clay,

Y*charcoal & charred grains

288 0288 0376 p-hOle U8 miCf greycrown silty clay N

289 0289 0376 p-hOle U8 NacKDrown Silty clay Y

290 0290 0376 P-hole Q8
aarJ<lfrown Silty clay,

Y*pebbles & charcoal flecks

291 0291 0376 P-hole QB
dark brown silty clayK

Ncharcoal flecks

292 0292 0376 P-hOle U8 aarKDrown silty sand Y*

293 0293 0376 P-hole 08
aark brown silty clay &

Ychalk flecks

294 0294 0376 P-hole QB
mid brown sillYcTay~

Ycharcoal flecks

295 U290 U3fo P-hole Q8 mid brown silty clay N

296 0296 0387 p-hOle R6 aarkorown Silty clay N
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297 0297 03B7 i--noie 07 dark brown Silty clay y

298 0298 0387 P-hole 06
darK brown Silty clay &

Nchalk flecks

299 0299 0387 P-hole 06
dark brown SlIty clay &

Nchalk lumps

300 U;:SUU 0387 l-'-hOle I-'f rmo Drown SlIty clay N

301 0301 0387 P-hole 06
carx Drown SlIty clay & y

chalk flecks

302 0302 U;:S~f P-hole 06 rruo brown Slit) sana Y
303 U;:SU;:S p-nole NB dark brown Sill Clay N

304 U;:SU4 p-nole NB oarx Drown SII1 Clay N

305 U;:SUb p-hole NB nark Drown Sill Clay N

306 u;:suo l-'-hOle NB rruo Drown Slit clay N

307 U;:SUf l-'-hOle N~ rmc Drown Slit Clay N

308 U;:SU~ l-'-hOle M~ rnro Drown Slit1/ clay y

309 0309 l-'-hOle Mf mla.Drown SlIty clay y

310 0310 Pit L12
oarx crown SlIty clay; y
pebbles & daub lumps
rmo crown SlIty clay;

311 0311 Pit L12 pebbles, chalk lumps & y
flecks

312 0312 0312 0377
Ditch

E10 N/A cuts boundary ditch y
section

IIgm-mla crown SlIty clay,

313 0313 0312 0377 Ditch fill E10 pebbles, chalk lumps & Fill of 0312 y
flecks

314 0314 0314
Ditch

J19 N/A North of road
section

aarKDrown SlIty clay;

t315 0315 0314 ditch fill J19 chalk flecks & some III of 0314
pebbles

316 0316 0084
ditch 18/J19/K

dark brown silty clay
section across road close to main

section 18 entrance

317 U31f P-hole N9 mid brown SlIty clay
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318 0318 P-hole M10
mid brown silty clay &

Npebbles

319 0319 P-hole M1U carx brown silt clay N
320 0320 P-hole M1U dark brown silt clay N
321 U;:SL1 P-hole L10 dark brown silt clay N
322 U;:SLL P-hole L10 dark brown silt clay N
323 U;:SL;:S P-hole L11 dark brown silt clay N
324 U;:SL4 P-hole K7 dark brown silt clay N
325 0325 P-hole J7/J8 dark brown silt clay N
326 0326 P-hole J8 dark brown silt clay N

327 0327 P-hole J7
blacK/brown silt) clay &

Ncharcoal flecks

328 0328 P-hole J8
dark brown silty clay &-

Nchalk flecks

329 0329 P-hole J8
mid brown Sllty cTay~

Nchalk flecks

330 0330 P-hole Kl:S light grey silty clay N
331 0331 P-hole K1U mid grey clay silt N
332 0332 P-hole K1U mid brown silty clay N
333 0333 -P--hole K11 mid brown c ay N
334 0334 P-hole K11 mid brown grey silt clay N
335 0335 P-hole J11 mid grey brown silt clay arge post hole/small pit N
336 0336 P-hole 111 ldark grey brown sill " clay N
337 0337 P-hole 111 Charcoally burnt silt clay y

338 0338 P-hole 110 light brown grey clay y

339 0339 P-hole 110 mid orange brown clay N
340 U;:S4U P-hole 110 mid grey clay loam y
341 U;:S41 P-h-ole 110 brown orange cTay N
342 U;:S4L -p::Jfole J10 mid grey-crown clay N
343 U343 p-hOle J9 mid brown grey Silty clay N
344 0344 P-hole J9 mid brown clay N
345 0345 P-hole Jl:S light grey silty clay

346 0346 Pit K11
mid brown grey loamy y

silty clay

347 0347 Pit l:i1 U light brown clay snauow PitWith lots ot bone y
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348 0348 Pit G10
black burnt charcoally y

clay

349 0349 Pit D11
mottled yellow-chalky & Iburnt area wun lots ot burnt tllnt y

mid-brown silty clay immediately W of second entrance

ditch
section across cucn wrucn runs tnrougn

350 0350 0377
section

D10 mid brown silty clay middle of second entrance, adjacent to S N
side of site

351 0351 0006
Ditch

D10/E10
very chalky light grey Ibun ena or cucn, to ~ or second entrance - y

section yellow clay relationship to 0352 unclear

352 0352 Pit E10 mid grey brown clay silt
snauow Pit aojacent to 0351 - relationship

Nunclear

353 0353 0006
uucn

E11
ligllfDrown cTay; cnalKy

butt end of ditch to N of second entrance y
section orange brown clay

Ditch
section across oucn wrucn runs through

354 0354 0377
section

F11 mid brown orange clay middle of second entrance, to E of N
northern butt end

355 0355 0377
Ditch

F11 mid brown orange clay
Northern butt end of ditch through middle

Nsection of second entrance

356 0356 Pit F10
m6ttlecrorownanaye~ow y

clay with burning

357 0357 l-'-nOle H11 midorown clay y

358 0358 i--noie H11 micorown cTay N

359 0359 i--noie 111 mfal)rown cTay N
360 0360 l-'-hOle 111 mK:f1>rown grey smycTay N
361 0361 i--noie 111 mfdorown grey sillYcTay N
362 0362 l-'-hOle H11 mfal)rown grey sillYcTay y

363 0363 l-'-hOle H8 mK:f1>rown grey sflf y

364 0364 P-hole H8 mK:f1>rown grey cTay N

365 0365 P-hole H8 mid brown grey clay N

366 u~oo P-hole H8 mid brown grey clay y

367 0367 Pit J15
dark brown silty clay & Big Pit, cutting medieval trackway ditch y
chalk lumps & flecks 0368

368 0368 0012
Ditch

115/J15 orange brown silty clay Medieval trackway ditch, cut by pit 0367 Ysection
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dark brown silty clay &
bther side of pit 0367, cut by large modern

369 0369 0367 Pit 114 stones & chalk lumps & N
flecks

land drains

370 0370 0401 0006 Sample N20 N/A Sample COlumn trom 0401 through
Y*enclosure ditch for snails

371 0371 I-'It N7 mKfl:)rown sillY clay Pit Wltn post note UJIJ m base Y

372 0372 l-'-hOle N7 ligllfl:)rown cTay~chalk post note In base ot UJ I 1 N

373 0373 0373 0373 structure N/A circle ot ~ postnoies, to N ot medieval
rackway ditch 0013

374 0374 0374 0386 structure N/A me ot post holes running approx
WNW-ESE, north & parallel to 0378

375 0375 0375 0386 structure N/A smqte line ot postnoies runnmg approx
NNE-SSW

376 UJlo 0376 0376 structure N/A rectangular bUlldmg

377 0377 0377 ditch N/A oitcn running approx SW-NE between 2nd
entrance, terminating just inside enclosure

378 0378 0378 0386 structure
K18,L 18, N/A me Ofpost holes running approx
M17, N17 WNW-ESE, south & parallel to 0374

I

me of post holes running approx

379 0379 0379 0386 structure N17,017 N/A WNW-ESE, north of 0380, and parallel to
0374
me ot post noies running approx

380 0380 0380 0386 structure N17,016 N/A WNW-ESE, south of 0379, and parallel to
0378

381 0381 0381 0386 structure N16,016 N/A ?ClrCle ot I postnoies, southeast of 0378,
superimposed on or under 0380?

N16, N17,
Potential square structure rormeo trom 8

382 0382 0382 0386 structure
016,017

N/A post-holes, superimposed on or under
0379 & 0380, possibly surrounding 0381?

383 0383 0401 0006 sample N20 N/A sample tor tnerrnoturnmescence dating
rom ditch 0006, through fills 0124 & 0140

384 0384 0401 0006 sample N20 N/A sample tor tnermoiurmnescence dating
from ditch 0006, through fills 0140 & 0226
post hole group/structure formed trom

385 0385 0385 0385 structure N/A seven post-holes, identified during
December 1996
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post-hole
179 post-holes In nortnern are, Includes

386 0386 0386 0386 N/A structures 0374,0375,0378,0379,0380,
group 0381

387 0387 0387 0387 post-hole t-'I, os , N/A potential suo-rectangular structure formed
group 07 rorn 15 post-holes

388 0400 0400 0006 ditch
lA R18 N/A cut across ditch UUUo, cornpnsmq tills

section 0065 & 0066

389 0401 0401 0006 ditcn
lA N20 N/A cut across citcn 0006, compnsmq fills

section 0124, 0140 & 0226

390 1000 0084 find R17 N/A Waste pieces or gOld? - twisted wires and y
sheet metal

391 1001 0001 find N20 N/A MusKet ban (1-'0'1) - In topsoil remnants on y
surface of 0006

392 1002 0001 find N20 N/A small fragment of bronze waste, In topsoll y
remnant on surface of 0006

393 1003 0001 fina MH:I N/A square sectioned bronze sprKetnail Y
394 1004 0244 find N/A arrowhead wrtn tangel) C.O.1 m long Y
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Bulk finds by GP number

Pottery Bone Tile Fired Clay Flint Burnt Flint Snails Oyster Shell

PP No. Context Kg No. Kg No. Kg No. Kg No. Kg No. Kg No. Kg No. Kg No. Miscellaneous Spotdate
0001 0001 0.035 5 0.098 10 1M-L13thc.

0002 0001 0.057 8 stone or slag 1 frag-271g

0003 0007 0.009 1

0006 0006 0.088 6 0.156 16 0.011 3 0.001 1 lA

0007 0007 0.002 2 A

0008 0008 0.016 4 BA

0009 0009 0.013 1 18th c.+

0010 0015 0.039 9 0.033 1 PMed

0011 0011 0.001 1 0.114 13 IPreh

0012 0012 0.008 2 0.164 2 0.009 5 iL.18th c.
0013 0013 0.010 1 0.050 3 0.001 1 IPMed
0014 0006 0.003 2 0.009 8 0.006 3 0.008 5 IBA
0018 0018 0.004 4 A

0019 0019 0.003 1

0021 0001 0.004 1 A

0022 0006 0.013 3 lA
0023 0023 0.002 1 lA orEMed
0024 0006 0.001 1 0.014 5 ~A?

0025 0001 0.013 3 0.038 7 11th c.

0026 0001 0.021 4

0031 0030 0.001 1

0039 0038 0.038 4 0.198 31 0.005 1 0.012 2 10th-11th c.

0043 0042 0.018 2

0045 0044 0.001 1 lA?

0055 0054 0.005 1

0058 0058 0.001 1 0.013 6 11th c.?

0060 0059 0.001 1 IPreh

0062 0006 0.034 1 0.016 8 0.123 16 0.150 7 A

0063 0063 0.004 2 0.017 7 0.008 1 A

0064 0084 0.002 2 0.024 2 0.045 1

0065 0006 0.019 10 0.297 12 0.045 5 IBA?
0066 0006 1.218 40 0.001 1 0.001 1
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Bulk finds by OP number

Pottery Bone Tile Fired Clay Flint Burnt Flint Snails Oyster Shell

PP No. lContext Kg No. Kg No. Kg No. Kg No. Kg No. Kg No. Kg No. Kg No. lMiscellaneous ISpotdate
0072 0072 0.017 6 0.003 1

0081 0079 0.002 1 0.006 1 0.123 7 11th c.?

0082 0082
4 Ae corns, Ae strip, Ae

PMed
button, 61ead obj, 1 Fe obj

0085 0084 0.137 62 0.025 6 A I ":) .;"
0086 0084 0.030 13 0.090 7 0.250 12 lA l r ~

0087 0090 0.003 2 0.075 2 0.012 1 0.045 3 BA
0088 0090 0.073 34

0089 0090 0.037 15 0.007 2

0092 0092 0.003 3 0.001 1 0.001 1 0.001 1 AlRom
0097 0096 0.011 1 0.058 4
0098 0090 0.009 1 0.430 7
0109 0374 0.002 1 dA
0113 0374 0.001 1 11th c.?
0119 0119 0.012 2

0120 0120 0.005 1

0122 0122 0.025 5 ~-...-:::=
0124 0006 0.551 77 0.969 72 0.070 9 0.101 18 0.890 15 lA\( 1O-1lth c)
0130 0130 0.003 1 ~A ---0140 0006 0.473 50 1.160 77 0.337 31 0.025 3 0.335 6 0.008 1 A
0154 0154 0.015 3 0.021 6

0175 0373 0.043 1 Preh

0184 0373 0.004 2

0190 0373 0.001 1
0206 0206 0.001 1 0.001 1 Preh?

0207 0207 0.018 2 0.113 7 LIA?
0209 0209 0.020 2

0210 0210 0.023 2

0211 0211 0.008 1

0213 0213 0.001 1 0.034 2 0.002 1 PMed

0214 0214 0.020 5 29.000 575 0.031 1 0.042 1

0219 0218 0.005 1 0.001 2 0.014 1 0.001 1 0.029 1 0.058 23 12thc.?

?
F
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Bulk finds by OP number

Pottery Bone Tile Fired Clay Flint Burnt Flint Snails Oyster Shell

OPNo. Context Kg No. Kg No. Kg No. Kg No. Kg No. Kg No. Kg No. Kg No. Miscellaneous Spotdate
0220 0218 0.017 10 0.030 6 0.003 1 0.001 1 Fe obj 11th e.
0223 0223 0.005 1

0224 0084 0.071 19 0.008 1 0.183 8 ~A

0225 0084 0.375 6

0226 0006 0.045 5 0.288 11 0.011 2 0.013 3 0.001 1 ~A

0227 0227 0.039 33

0228 0376 0.001 2 0.020 4

0229 0376 0.001 2 ~A

0234 0376 0.104 40

0235 0376 0.034 13 .. 0.001 1
0236 0376 0.001 1 0.012 1
0242 0376 0.001 1 lA
0244 0244 0.782 83 0.215 129 0.388 2 0.451 29 0.421 17 0.217 17 lava quem 3 frags, 81g 11th e.
0250 0006 0.008 2

0251 0006 0.135 14 0.005 2 0.117 10 [burntsandstone, 1 frag, 11Og
0252 0252 0.231 20

0253 0084 0.200 52 0.231 11 0.532 21 lA
0256 0256 0.004 2 0.060 14 0.149 125 lithe.?
0257 0257 0.006 8

0258 0258 0.001 1

0261 0261 0.005 2 0.001 1 0.002 1 lOth-Llth e.
0263 0263 0.010 2 0.031 2 0.009 1 10th-11th e.
0264 0264 0.037 4 0.009 1 0.003 2 10th-11th e.
0265 0006 0.048 3 0.025 5 0.085 2 [burntsandstone, 1 frag, 16g
0267 0267 0.012 2 0.068 7 10th-11th e.
0268 0268 0.004 1 0.004 1 11th e.
0280 0006 0.253 27 0.720 36 0.129 15 0.064 10 0.365 5 0.003 3 A
0281 0006 0.007 1 0.435 10 0.023 8 0.050 1 BA?
0283 0283 0.006 1

0285 0012 0.023 6 0.100 6

0286 0006 0.057 22 0.080 11 0.008 6 0.070 9 0.320 19 0.001 1
bone: me. human tooth

10th-11th e.with green stain
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Pottery Bone Tile Fired Clay Flint Burnt Flint Snails Oyster Shell

PP No. Context Kg No. Kg No. Kg No. Kg No. Kg No. Kg No. Kg No. Kg No. M.iscellaneous Spotdate

0287 0376 0.001 1 0.001 1
0288 0376 lava quem, 3 frags, 40g

0289 0376 0.119 33

0290 0376 0.001 1 0.001 1 0.003 1 A

0292 0376 0.001 1
0293 0376 0.025 8

0294 0376 0.048 1

0297 0297 0.002 4

0301 0301 0.001 1

0302 0302 0.016 1 11th c.

0307 0307 0.004 1 lA
0308 0308 0.009 2

0309 0309 0.007 3

0310 0310 0.249 40 0.129 70 0.031 4 0.006 1 burnt sandstone, 2 frags, 23 A

0311 0311 0.001 2 0.024 3 0.113 5 A
0312 0312 0.001 2 A

0313 0312 0.028 3 0.078 2 0.025 17 11th c.

0315 0314 0.049 25 0.004 6 0.030 3 0.120 14 0.075 3 10th-11th c.

0316 0084 0.003 1 0.003 1 0.021 2 lA

0336 0336 0.005 1 10th-11th c.

0337 0337 0.022 3 0.032 1 0.080 9 [burnt sandstone, 5 frags, 154g

0338 0338 0.022 2

0340 0340 0.021 1
Iburntsandstone, J 1 trags,

0346 0346 1.920 175 1.160 34 ~.59 kg; wkd stone 1 frag,
79g

0347 0347 0.432 136

0348 0348 0.085 20

0349 0349 0.350 37 charcoal, 5 frags 15g

0351 0006 0.001 1

0353 0006 0.002 1

0356 0356 0.013 4

0357 0357 0.038 1 0.002 1 ~A
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Bulk finds by OP number

Pottery Bone Tile Fired Clay Flint Burnt Flint Snails Oyster Shell

OPNo. Context Kg No. Kg No. Kg No. Kg No. Kg No. Kg No. Kg No. Kg No. Miscellaneous Spotdate
0362 0362 0.015 I IBA?
0363 0363 0.001 I IPreh
0366 0366 0.012 5 lA
0367 0367 0.135 20 0.001 1 0.040 1 0.015 6 0.004 1
0368 0012 0.063 2 0.045 1 0.005 1 0.029 10 Clay pipe, 1 frag, 5g PMed
0370 0006 0.036 3 0.010 3 0.001 1 0.043 2 lA
0371 0371 0.002 1 0.030 4 0.069 3 0.135 20 Ilth-l3thc.?

rI'otals 3.543 600 7.368 830 0.714 11 32.953 1209 1.502 200 7.208 305 0.152 74 0.423 33
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OP FABRIC DSC TYPE ST QT WT DEC AB FEATURE PERIOD SPOT COMMENT
0006 INDBA U 1 1 Y DITCH 6 lA BA?
0006 F1 U 1 54 WIPED DITCH 6 lA lA [THICKORANGE
0006 F1 U 4 26 DITCH 6 lA lA
0007 F1 U 2 2 Y DITCH 7 lA lA SMALL SCRAPS
0008 G1 U 4 16 Y PH 8 lA? BA
0011 IND U 1 4 Y PIT 11 lA? IND ? NOT PREHIS
0014 G2 U 2 4 DITCH 6 lA BA ?BEAKER
0018 F2 U 3 2 DITCH 18 MOD lA ORANGE
0018 F2 U 1 1 DITCH 18 MOD lA? BLACK
0021 F3 U 1 2 SURFACE UlS lA LAMINATED
0022 F1 U 2 2 DITCH 6 lA lA
0022 G2 U 1 8 Y DITCH 6 lA lA ORNGE UPR. GREY LOWER
0023 IND U 1 2 SUBSOIL MED IND
0024 ?G1 U 1 1 DITCH 6 lA BA?
0039 IND U 1 2 Y PIT 38 U IND RED LUMPS ORANGE
0045 F1 U 1 1 PH 44 lA lA? SCRAP
0060 INDPH U 1 1 Y DITCH 59 MED INDPH
0062 F1 U 1 32 DITCH 6 lA lA rrHICK ORANGE THROUGHOUT
0063 F1 B 1 CV 1 2 DITCH 63 U lA
0063 F2 U 1 1 DITCH 63 U lA
0065 G1 U 1 2 DITCH 6 lA BA?
0065 G1 U 1 2 DITCH 6 lA BA? ?IA
0065 INDBA U 3 4 DITCH 6 lA BA?
0065 INDPH U 3 1 DITCH 6 lA BA?
0085 G1 U 5 8 [TRACK 84 U/S BA
0085 F1 U 2 16 [TRACK 84 U/S lA
0085 F1 R 1 CV 1 2 [TRACK 84 U/S lA ?IA RIM POSS NEO
0085 F2 U 14 62 rrRACK84 U/S lA
0085 F3 U 2 2 rrRACK84 U/S lA NOT PH?
0085 INDPH U 38 30 rrRACK 84 U/S INDPH SCRAPS
0086 INDBA U 3 6 Y rrRACK 84 U BA?
0086 F1 U 10 20 [TRACK 84 U lA
0087 G2 U 2 2 PIT 90 U BA BA SCRAPER & FLAKE
0092 IND U 3 2 PH 92 U IND ?ROMAN
0124 INDBA U 3 14 DITCH 6 lA ?BA
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0124 F1 U 64 442 DITCH 6 lA lA BIG FLINTS
0124 F3 U 4 26 DITCH 6 lA lA LAMINTED
0124 IND U 5 50 DITCH 6 lA INDPH
0124 INDPH U 1 2 DITCH 6 lA INDPH LATE lA?
0130 F1 U 1 2 PH 130 U lA
0140 F1 U 44 406 DITCH 6 lA lA COIL FRACTURE
0140 F1 U 1 2 DITCH 6 lA lA ORANGE
0140 F1 B 2 CV 3 50 DITCH 6 lA lA
0140 F1 R 2 1 2 DITCH 6 lA lA
0140 . F2 U 1 2 DITCH 6 lA lA
0175 IND B 1 40 Y PH 175 U IND
0206 IND U 1 1 PH 206 U IND
0207 G2 U 1 6 PIT 207 U BA?
0207 IND U 1 8 PIT 207 U IND ?L1A
0213 INDPH U 1 2 Y PIT 213 MOD INDPH
0220 IND U 1 1 DITCH 218 MED IND
0224 F2 R 2 CV 1 1 TRACK 84 U lA
0224 F1 U 14 60 TRACK 84 U lA?
0224 F2 U 1 1 Y TRACK 84 U lA?
0224 IND U 3 2 TRACK 84 U INDIA
0226 G3 U 5 48 Y DITCH 6 lA BA [THICK ORANGE SURFACE
0229 INDBA U 2 1 Y BUILD 376 U BA? SCRAPS
0242 F2 U 1 1 Y BUILD 376 U lA
0253 G1 U 3 16 TRACK 84 U BA?
0253 G1 U 5 48 TRACK 84 U BA? [THICKTWO JOINING
0253 G3 U 15 88 TRACK 84 U BA? [THICKAS 226
0253 INDBA U 24 32 TRACK 84 U BA?
0253 F3 U 4 6 TRACK 84 U lA
0253 INDIA. ? 1 2 [TRACK 84 U lA?
0256 INDBA U 1 2 PIT 256 U BA? ?BEAKER
0268 INDBA U 1 1 Y PIT 268 U BA? FIRED CLAY
0280 INDBA U 1 2 DITCH 6 lA BA?
0280 F1 U 21 174 DITCH 6 lA lA
0280 F1 R 5 CV 1 2 DITCH 6 lA lA
0280 F1 R 3 CV 1 24 DITCH 6 lA lA
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0280 F3 U 3 32 DITCH 6 lA lA ( t \ V>/".#'}J ,J7ht.. klJ
0280 F3 R 4 CV 1 4 DITCH 6 lA lA ~ -Ir ' . ,

0281 INDBA U 1 6 Y DITCH 6 lA BA?
0286 F1 U 21 56 DITCH 6 lA lA frt( af-JtJ?,t.,.
0307 F1 U 1 2 PH 307 U lA
0310 INDBA U 1 1 Y PIT 310 U BA?
0310 F1 U 33 154 PIT 310 U lA COIL FRACTURE
0310 F1 B 2 1 34 PIl: 310 U lA
0310 F1 R 2 2 16 PIT 310 U lA
0310 F1 R 6 CV 1 2 PIT 310 U lA SMOOTH
0310 F2 U 1 14 PIT 310 U lA
0310 INDPH U 1 16 Y PIT 310 U INDPH LUMP
0311 F1 U 2 1 PIT 311 U lA
0312 F1 U 2 1 DITCH 377 U lA
0315 G2 D 1 1 COMB IMP Y DITCH 314 U BA
0315 F1 U 4 4 DITCH 314 U lA
0315 F2 U 3 2 DITCH 314 U lA
0315 F2 R 7 CV 1 4 DITCH 314 U lA
0315 INDPH U 16 14 DITCH 314 U INDPH
0316 F3 U 1 3 TRACK 84 U lA
0357 F1 D 1 36 ~PP IMP PH 357 U lA
0362 G3 U 1 10 Y PH 362 U BA?
0363 INDPH U 1 1 Y PH 363 U INDPH
0366 F3 U 5 10 PH 366 U lA BLACK
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Appendix V - Flint Catalogue

Context s.fr core 1ft 2ft 3ft bl scr sp Other v.cmmenr Total
e. fr. e. fr. e. fr. e. fr. .e. fr.

0001 1 4 1 3 1 tpnmary cortex; some edge aamage 10
0002 1 6 1 sm/irreg. 8
0003 1 weatnerea core 1
0006 1 sm/snarp 1
0014 3 au sm/paro; L opaque grey/white 3
0019 1 srn, snon iengtn or ret. 1
0024 3 1 1 tweatherea cortex 5
0025 3 2 2 uamage 7
0026 1 1 1 1 mecxec 4
0062 1 1 8 1 2 1 1 1 at c.so-oegrees. 16
0063 1 2 1 3 L. IlS snarp; .m-paro, eoge weatnereu 7
0064 1 1 pale or runt 2
0065 2 2 1 one eoge 6C oamageo 5
0066 1 !paro 6C sngnt orange l'e stained 1
0085 1 3 1 1 parn 6C sngm r e stammg 6
0086 1 3 1 1 1 around urstai end 7
0087 1 nas naweo 1
0089 1 1 IPaI'° 2
0092 1 1
0097 herm fr. ~nlte cnen - pmK!oumt 1
0098 1 et. all arouno except prox eno 1
0124 10 3 1 2 chip x2 Sharp 18
0140 2 1 aiong l/nJS 3
0154 2 1 ~mte/grey momeo IlS 3
0213 1 Ibrim prox. ena 1
0214 1 mnt 1
0219 1 1
0220 1 1

s.fr-struckfragment; c-complete; fr.-fragment; 1f1-primary flake; 2f1-secondary flake; 3f1-tertiarl flake; bl-blade; scr-scraper; sp-spall; ret.-retouched; ut.-utilised
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Appendix V - Flint Catalogue

Context s.fr core 10 20 30 bl scr sp Other Comment Total
c. fr. c. fr. c. fr. c. fr. c. fr.

0224 1 on oorsai race 1
0226 1 1 et., irreg snape 2
0250 1 1 notn nave mm peonie cortex 2
0251 1 1 III If. may be tnerm. 2
0253 2 7 1 1 IS srn irreg. mum piat, 11
0261 1 1
0263 1 irreg. tong n-ret. 1
0264 1 1 both srn. 2
0265 1 2 1 shatter all ns-srn, pale Drown - para grey 5
0280 1 1 5 2 1 all snarp, grey - momea grey/para 10
0281 3 4 1 mamiy sm/snarp 8
0283 1 on one sice 1
0286 1 4 1 1 therm xz iWlpara 9
0310 2 2 pale grey, pale or/grey motueo/paru 4
0315 1 8 2 1 1 1 wrnte neavuy para 14
0367 1 1
0316 1 1 WHn rev ret. on r/n/s 2
0371 1 2 runt, rret. one eage 3

Total 4 5 0 8 0 84 4 40 6 13 6 6 15 6 197

s.fr-struckfragment; c-complete; fr.-fragment; HI-primary flake; 2f1-secondary flake; 3f1-tertiarl flake; bl-blade; scr-scraper; sp-spall; ret.-retouched; ut.-utilised



---------------------
Appendix VI - Flint by featllte

Component Feature Context s.fr core 1ft 2ft 3ft bl scr sp Other Total
c. fr. c. fr. c. fr. c. fr. c. fr.

0006 0006 0006 1 1
0006 0024 0024 3 1 1 5
0006 0062 0062 1 1 8 1 2 1 1 1 16
0006 0266 0250 1 1 2
0006 0266 0251 1 1 2
0006 0266 0265 1 2 1 shatter 5

0266 2 3 2 1 1
0006 0282 0280 1 1 5 2 1 10
0006 0282 0281 3 4 1 8

0282 1 1 8 6 2
0006 0286 0286 1 4 1 1 hermx2 9
0006 0400 0065 2 2 1 5
0006 0400 0066 1 1

0400 2 2 1 1
0006 0401 0124 10 3 1 2 ~hipx2 18
0006 0401 0140 2 1 3
0006 0401 0226 1 1 2

0401 112 2

.OJ.l~.1t~!l!.,~l·l~~~~~~ ._~'-~, ...
. 1

' ~ ~ . . ~ . ,.' .
... ~~,;, ~ ~ ~ .r,,·. _,~. ," . "t..•

0007 0007 0003 1 1
0013 0218 0219 1 1
0013 0218 0220 1 1
0013 0018 1 1
0014 0014 0014 3 3
0019 0019 0019 1 1
0314 0314 0315 1 8 2 1 1 1 14
0063 0063 0063 1 2 1 3 7

s.fr-struck fragment; c-complete; fr.-fragment; 1ft-primary flake; 2f1-secondary f1.; 3f1-tertiarl f1.; bl-blade; scr-scraper; sp-span; ret.-retouched; ut.-utilised



---------------------
Appendix VI - Flint by feature

Component Feature Context s.fr core Ifl 2fl 3fl bl scr sp Other Total
c. fr. c. fr. c. fr. c. fr. c. fr.

0084 0253 0253 2 7 1 1 11
0084 0064 0064 1 1 2
0084 0085 0085 1 3 1 1 6
0084 0086 0086 1 3 1 1 1 7
0084 0224 0224 1 1
0084 0316 0316 1 1 2

.... ~0084.-- ~1i"J\' ~~ljl.21gm ~tif ;~'~T,;~ if"" 8 1 .Ms;.'. '11\$2~ ~1l~1\.1-~- _~ii#;i1l~"'" "'; ,': ,:-:,~l£f ~~..., .~:\ ,:1 ", t~ .~: ,~,~;J1.} . : . . " ,~ '~ ,~.1"' -

~~~ ... ~ ., ....~a;¥ _ :lI;lK"""", " ! - ~ . . .' .

0090 0090 0087 1 1
0090 0090 0089 1 1 2
0090 0090 0098 1 1

0090 1 1 1 1
0092 0092 0092 1 1
0096 0096 0097 herm fr. 1
0154 0154 0154 2 1 3
0213 0213 0213 1 1
0214 0214 0214 1 1
0261 0261 0261 1 1
0263 0263 0263 1 1
0264 0264 0264 1 1 2
0283 0283 0283 1 1
0310 0310 0310 2 2 4
0367 0367 0367 1 1
0371 0371 0371 1 2 3

u/s 0001 0001 1 4 1 3 1 10
u/s 0001 0002 1 6 1 8

0001 2 4 7 4 1
u/s 0025 0025 3 2 2 7
u/s 0026 0026 1 1 1 1 4

~jitw§. ~~~-'" .~l,J;~F~ tit8~.Ii~ CM 1J~7; 1li2~' . -"11 "~"11: ;l12~
•. '1:j

~" .. J~
~ . - - .~"... .... . -, J'L. . . ': ..

s.fr-struckfragment; c-complete; fr.-fragment; 1f1-primary flake; 2f1-secondary f1.; 3f1-tertiarl f1.; bl-blade; scr-scraper; sp-spall: ret.-retouched; ut.-utilised
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GP Species Totals
? bird cat cow cow/horse cow? dog dog? hare hare? horse horse? human L mammal m. mammal m.ls. mammal pig pig? s. mammal sheep/goat sheep/goat? small rodent unident

0006 80 67 7 154
0010 35 4 39
0011 102 13 1 116
0013 7 7
0014 10 10
0039 1 73 8 15 74 18 1 10 200
0043 18 1 19
0058 16 16
0062 7 2 5 14
0064 4 4
0065 114 52 59 55 6 6 1 293
0066 893 261 36 24 1214
0081 6 6
0087 72 1 73
0089 18 18 36
0124 592 7 33 213 41 74 960
0140 9 203 220 29 16 108 402 21 4 26 124 1162
0190 1 1
0214 20 3 23
0219 2 2
0220 11 4 22 37
0226 253 23 14 6 296
0244 9 1 760 4 69 104 424 193 19 43 101 9 216 116 2068
0251 31 72 35 138
0256 20 21 20 61
0258 2 2
0261 1 1
0263 18 10 28
0264 10 10
0265 47 2 49
0267 25 38 5 2 70
0280 430 171 52 30 41 724
0281 281 63 82 10 436
0285 19 6 1 26
0286 32 2 29 17 80
0301 3 3
0309 4 4 8
0310 1 45 26 17 1 41 131
0311 28 1 29
0315 1 3 4
0316 5 5
0337 22 1 23
0347 20 171 147 62 31 431
0351 1 1
0353 3 3
0357 3 3
0367 29 96 11 1 137
0368 9 50 59
0370 9 1 1 11
0371 2 14 15 1 32
Totals 73 21 1 4221 283 29 52 16 11 11 268 163 2 2292 514 19 123 141 19 333 8 1 654 9255

Appendix vm Bone Catalogue: Weight in grams per species
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GP Species Totals

? bird cat cow cow/horse cow? dog dog? hare hare? horse horse? human I. mammal m. mammal m.ls. mammal pig pig? s. mammal sheep/goat sheep/goat? small rodent unident

0006 4 11 1 16
0010 4 5 9
0011 5 6 2 13
0013 1 1
0014 8 8
0039 1 6 " 2 4 5 5 1 8 32
0043 1 , 1 2
0058 6 6
0062 5 1 2 8
0064 2 2
0065 2 1 1 4 1 1 1 11
0066 18 6 5 13 42
0081 1 1
0087 - 1 1 2.
0089 4 13 17
0124 11 1 1 15 13 36 77

0140 1 6 4 1 1 2 21 4 1 3 32 76
0190 1 1
0214 4 1 5.'
0219 2 ., 2

, 0220 4 1 1 , 6
0226 2 1 3 5 11
0244 2 1 17 1 1 1 17 25 6 7 5 6 8 31 128-

0251 1 9 5 15.
0256 1 6 7 14
0258 1 1
0261 1 1
0263

~

1 1 2
0264 1 1-,
0265 2 1 3
0267 3 1 1 2 7-
0280 7 9 6 2 12 36
0281 2 1 6 4 13
0285 4 1 1 6
0286 1 1 2 7 11
0301 1 1
0309 1 2 3-
0310 1 3 5 6 1 59 75-
0311 2 1 3
0315 1 5 6
0316 1 1-
0337 3 1 4
0347 11 12 47 24 50 144
0351 1 1
0353 1 1

-
0357 1 1

.'

0367 2 10 6 1 19
0368 1 1 2
0370 1 1 2 4
0371 1 1 1 1 4

Totals 16 12 1 109 5 1 2 1 4 2 6 2 1 185 102 6 14 11 11 28 2 1 333 854

Appendix VII Bone Catalogue: Fragment number per species
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OP CONT[MATERIA CATEGORY FINDTYPE No. Wtlg DESCRIPT PERIOD DATE PARALLEL

1 0082 0082 Pb MW Musket balls 8 80 11 x 7mm diam, J x ITmm, 3 x 13mm, I x 14mm.

2 0082 0082 Pb WM Weight? 1 15 ISOlId, dome-SIlapea. ITmm diam, 'J.:>mm rngn.

3 0082 0082 Pb WM Weight? 1 34 IIrregular bicomcaI; solid. 23mm diam., 14mm thick,

4 0082 0082 Pb WM IWeight? 1 45 Disc. 3 Immaiam,0:5mm thick.

5 0082 0082 Pb IW IWaste 26 276 Scraps ofcut weet, melts/spills, came, etc. LMed+

6 0082 0082 Sn? UN 6 1 Scraps offoil.

7 0082 0082 Pb CTJ [Token 1 4 Folded, notlegilife.

8 0082 0082 Ae CTJ Coin 1 10 Worn.P1'V1eCf?Venny. 29.5mm diam. PMed

9 0082 0082 Ae CTJ ~etton 1 2 Halt a worn jetton or token. 28mm cram. LMed+

10 0082 0082 Ae CTJ Coin 1 1 Charles 1 rose Tarthmg, worn/clipped, izrnm dram.

11 0082 0082 Ag CTJ ~oin 3 2
:; worn andaamaged Ag corns, 2 prob. 1ern c., other
13th-15th c.

12 0082 0082 Ae/Pb DA Buttons 7 15
5 tlat WIth mtegral loop, 1 domed (tmned), 1 '!pewter
lPierced with 4 holes.

13 0082 0082 Ae BS Washer 2 1 11 small cut sheet wash-er,T round-section loop.

14 0082 0082 Ae MF Stud 1 5
IFlat-headed (15mm diam.) WIth long round-section pm
35mm long).

15 0082 0082 Ae MF Stud 1 1 Domed WIth short integral pm. llmm diam,

16 0082 0082 Ae UN Waste 2 1 Sheet frags, 1 from ffiimbTe.

17 0082 0082 Ae MF I 3 u.arge round-headed nvet attached to shaped backplate,

18 0082 0082 Ae DA Buckle 1 1 I....art 01 a Dsshaped buckle WIththickened outer edge.

19 0082 0082 Ae DA lBuckle 1 1 I\..-orner 01 a rectilmear frame, '!shoe buckle. PMed

20 0082 0082 Fe MT IAxehead? 1 35 ISmall axehead, 55x29mm.

21 0082 0082 Fe UN 1 26 Shaped '!nm fragment. PMed

22 0082 0082 Fe BS Nail? 1 6 Square section, curved shatt, Could be object?

23 0082 0082 Ae UN 1 1 I\..-ut sheet rectangular stnp, 21x:>x2.

24 0082 0082 Ae CTJ Coin 1 2
Antonmtanus, irregular, UbV. radiate ...SPl' A VU, Kev.

Rom L.3rd c.
figure ?helmeted to left. 15mm diam.

25 0220 0013 Fe BS Nail? 1 13 Thick rectangular sfiaff 34+mm long, shaft top Ilx9mm.

26 1001 Pb MW Musket ball 1 9 Izmm diam. PMed

27 1002 Ae IW Waste? 1 1 rregular lump. IOx8x6mm.

28 1003 Ae UN 1 2 Square section tapered shatt, broken. l:>+mm long.

29 1004 0244 Fe MW !Arrowhead 1 11
Type I leaf-shaped tanged blade. 'J'Jmm long, l Jmm

LSax 10th-11th c. essop, Med Arch 40.
Iwide.

APPENDIX IX - SMALL FINDS CATALOGUE


